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The Institute for Pulsed Power and Microwave Technology (Institut für Hochleistungsimpuls- und Mikrowellentechnik (IHM)) is doing research in the areas of pulsed power and high power microwave technologies. Both, research and development of high power sources as well as related applications are in the focus. Applications for pulsed power technologies are ranging from material processing to bioelectronics. Microwave technologies are focusing on RF sources for electron cyclotron resonance heating and on applications for material processing at microwave frequencies.

IHM is doing research, development, academic education and, in collaboration with the KIT Division IMA and industrial partners, the technology transfer. Projects have been conducted within six HGF Programs: Renewable Energies (EE), FUSION, NUKLEAR, NANOMIKRO, Efficient Energy Conversion and Use (REUN) and Technology-Innovation and Society (TIG).

R&D work has been done in the following topics: fundamental theoretical and experimental research on the generation of intense electron beams, strong electromagnetic fields and their interaction with plants, materials and plasmas; application of these methods in the areas of generation of energy through controlled thermonuclear fusion in magnetically confined plasmas, in materials processing and in energy technology.

Research areas require additionally the deep knowledge on modern electron beam optics, vacuum technologies, material technologies, high voltage technologies and high voltage measurement techniques.

The R&D program of the IHM is summarized as follows:

**Department for Pulsed Power Technologies:**

(Head: Dr. Georg Müller)

In environmental- and bio-technology the research and development is devoted to pulsed power technology with repetition rates up to 20 Hz, power in the Giga-Watt range and electric field strengths of \(10^5\)-\(10^7\) V/m. The research is concerned with short pulse (μs) - and with ultra-short pulse (ns) treatment of biological cells (electroporation). The focus is related to large-scale applications, treatment of large volumes, to the realization of a high component life time and to the overall process integration. Main directions of work in this field are the electroporation of biological cells for extraction of cell contents (KEA process), the dewatering and drying of green biomass, the treatment of micro algae for further energetic use and sustainable reduction of bacteria in contaminated effluents. Another key research topic is related to the surface modification and corrosion protection of metals and alloys using high-energy, large-area pulsed electron beams (GESA process). The research is focused on electron beam physics, the interaction of electron beams with material surfaces and the corresponding material specific characterization investigations. The goal is to develop a corrosion barrier for improved compatibility of structural nuclear reactor materials in contact with heavy liquid metal coolants (Pb or PbBi) (Programs: EE, NUKLEAR, TIG).

For optimizing downstream processing a detailed study on the lipid yield by ethanolic extraction after PEF treatment was performed after refinement of the biochemical and gravimetric diagnostic methods. A 4-fold increase in lipid extraction yield after PEF treatment could be revealed in average. Solvent extraction efficiency at appropriate treatment energy values was close to 100 %. Special emphasis was laid on the extraction from wet biomass, since energy consumption for PEF treatment is low compared to the energy needed in conventional lipid extraction for drying and cell disruption. Furthermore, PEF-processing of microalgae allows for selective extraction of water-soluble components and lipids. In addition to saving processing energy, this may open new processing possibilities for microalgae fractioning. (Program: EE)

Nanosecond pulse exposition has been shown to stimulate growth of microalgae cultures. At current state of work an average increase of 10-20% in biomass yield could be achieved by nsPEF-treatment. (Program: EE).

A modular trigger generator for over-voltage triggering based on the mentioned transformer concept has been build. This device is a 20-stage device. Each stage comprises a part of the transformer’s secondary winding, two separate primary windings, each connected to one IGBT-switch for pulse generation, a capacitor bank providing the pulse energy, and the related driving- and control circuitry. All stages are triggered synchronously by a main control unit via fibre-optic links. The device is a two-terminal device, which will replace one charging coil of a Marx generator and is designed to be powered by the generator’s charging current. (Program: EE).

Fe-Cr-Al alloys are of large interest for practical applications at high-temperatures in reactive environments, thanks to their corrosion resistance, which is due to the formation of an alumina protective scale at the surface and are therefore good candidates as protection barriers in for the use in heavy liquid metals-HLM. To define the minimum Al content for the formation of an alumina scale in oxygen containing Pb, 10 compositions belonging to this alloy system were exposed in liquid Pb between 400 -600°C. An oxide map illustrating the stability domain of alumina grown on Fe-Cr-Al alloys when exposed to molten, oxygen containing lead was drawn. The alumina stability domain border shifts with lower temperatures to higher chromium and aluminum concentrations. (Program: NUKLEAR).

An extensive experimental campaign of fretting tests was continued in the frame of the GETMAT project. In particular, fretting corrosion tests in accelerated but still reactor relevant conditions (concerning temperature and oxygen content of Pb) were performed to investigate the role of the main affecting parameters, such as temperature, amplitude of the slip and applied load. Three different materials were selected among the candidate alloys for lead cooled nuclear systems, namely: f/m steel T91, austenitic steel 15-15Ti and GESA treated T91 (after LPPS (Low Pressure Plasma Spray) of FeCrAlY powder). The interaction of the fretting process with the corrosion mechanisms occurring in liquid lead and with the protecting oxide scale/corrosion barrier required for reactor components was also matter of study. Based on the concept of fretting maps all obtained data was analyzed with respect to the specific fretting coefficient. This data was then
applied to prognost parameters like load and amplitude at which tolerable fretting corrosion is expected. (Program NUKLEAR).

- Numerical assessments of MGI in the tokamaks JET and ITER has been done. The modelling is performed with the 2D tokamak code TOKES. The code calculates the motion of the plasma across and along the magnetic field lines, the motion of injected gas and atoms after recombination, and the gas motion in the injector. Validation of TOKES against JET are continued aiming at the heat transport during TQ and magnetic energy evolution at CQ onset. The modelling for ITER concerns maximal possible temperature $T_{\text{max}}$, for the Be and W wall and a gas amount (argon) sufficient for plasma cooling with $t < 5$ ms. (Program: FUSION).

Department for High Power Microwave Technologies:

(Head: Dr. Gerd Gantenbein)

The High Power Microwave Department is focusing on RF sources (gyrotrons) for electron cyclotron resonance heating and current drive (ECRH&CD) of magnetically confined nuclear fusion plasmas and on the application of microwaves to materials and composites.

- Collaboration within the project PMW for planning, construction and testing of the 10 MW CW, 140 GHz electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) system for the stellarator W7-X at IPP Greifswald. In particular, 1 MW CW, 140 GHz gyrotrons have been developed in cooperation with EPFL-CRPP Lausanne and Thales Electron Devices (TED), Vélizy, France. The first series tube delivered world record parameters in long-pulse operation with 0.92 MW at 30 min pulse length, an efficiency of approximately 45% and a mode purity of 97.5%. In 2010, series tube SN4R reached 1.02 MW. SAT for SN6 has been finalized at IPP Greifswald. SN7 has been delivered to KIT for first FAT tests, but resent to Thales for refurbishment. Final FAT acceptance of SN7 is expected for early 2013. Finalization date for the 10 MW ECRH system is targeted for 2014. The quasi-optical transmission system and the high-voltage modulators for the gyrotrons have been developed in cooperation with IPF, University of Stuttgart. With the development of major components for the ECRH system KIT makes a significant contribution to W7-X (HGf program FUSION).

- Within the European GYrotron Consortium (EGYC) and in collaboration with its industrial partner Thales Electron Devices (TED), Vélizy, France, EGYC is developing RF sources which will provide a total of 8 MW CW RF power at 170 GHz for the 24 MW CW ECRH system of ITER, Cadarache. Fusion for Energy (F4E) is coordinating the project for ITER which is done within the frame of the HGF program FUSION. Institutiona partners are CNR, Italy, EPFL-CRPP, Switzerland and HELLAS, Greece. In 2012, F4E and EGYC have decided to switch to a conventional-cavity 1 MW CW 170 GHz TE$_{32,9}$mode backup gyrotron replacing the EU 2 MW CW 170 GHz coaxial-cavity gyrotron. Its physical design did start in 2008 already. In 2012, the physical design of the TE$_{32,9}$mode gyrotron has been finalized. Major improvements have been done in the physical design of the magnetron injection gun (MIG) and the quasi-optical system at the output of the gyrotron.

- Future fusion experiments will require frequency step-tunable gyrotrons. A step-tunable 1 MW gyrotron (105-163 GHz), including edge-cooled microwave vacuum window made of synthetic CVD-diamond for future ECRH systems of large-scale tokamak experiments is under test. In 2012, a new CVD diamond Brewster window has been tested in "cold" and "hot" experiments. "Hot" tests using the gyrotron did verify the proper Gaussian beam profiles for different frequencies and operating modes as measured in "cold" tests before. Previously observed parasitic oscillations at lower frequencies with BWO-like dependence on the cathode voltage and magnetic field did not appear for any measured mode. An experimental and theoretical study on the influence of the lateral misalignment between the axis of the annular electron beam and the cavity has been performed additionally.

- In 2012, studies on electron beam diagnostic systems have been continued during two experimental campaigns which took place at the IHM gyrotron facility in April and October 2012. The campaigns have been followed by periods of data processing. A diagnostic tool for determination of the energy distribution has been tested which is measuring the X-ray spectrum at the collector (collaboration with St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University, St. Petersburg, Russia).

- The physical and industrial design of a 10 kW / 28 GHz gyrotron has been finalized to evaluate the use of CPR emitters for gyrotron applications. CPR cathodes allow operation with higher current density (up to 50 A/cm$^2$) and provide much longer life time (~100000 h) compared to conventional emitters.

- Sintering of advanced functional and structural ceramics, in particular of nanostructured ceramics and metal powders and process technology in nano-mineralogy by means of high power millimeter waves at a frequency of 30 GHz delivered by a gyrotron. In further experiments, fundamental new non-thermal microwave effects are validated (HGf program NANOMIKRO).

- System studies on microwave applicators for various applications at the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical) frequencies 0.915 GHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz, such as for energy-efficient production of aircraft components made of carbon fibre composites by microwave process technology at 2.45 GHz. The new HEPHAISTOS CA3 system with a payload capacity of 7000 l and a microwave power of 25 kW is already in routine operation. This will, in development with industry, offer various applications and processes on a service basis. With the new facilities of the 2.45 GHz HEPHAISTOS-line significantly shorter processing times at slightly improved material properties compared with the conventional production in autoclaves have been achieved (Programm RELN, TIG and IMA).

IHM is equipped with a workstation cluster and a large number of experimental installations: KEA, KEA-ZAR, three GESA machines, eight COSTA devices, one abrasion and one erosion teststand, two gyrotron test facilities with one common power supply and microwave-fight measurement chamber, one compact technology gyrotron (30 GHz, 15 kW, continuous wave (CW)), several 2.45 GHz applicators of the HEPHAISTOS series, one 0,915 GHz, 60 kW magnetron system, one 5.8 GHz, 3 kW klystron installation and a low power microwave laboratory with several vectorial network analysers.

In 2012, Prof. John Jelonnek has started the new lecture course entitled “High Power Microwave Technologies (Hochleistungs-mikrowellentechnik)” for master students at KIT. Dr. Gerd Gantenbein has been teaching the part “heating and current drive” of the lecture “Fusionstechnologie B” by Prof. R. Stiegitz. IRFTR Dr.-Ing. Martin Sack hold the lecture course “Elektronische Systeme und EMV” at KIT.

At the turn of the year 2012/2013 the total staff with regular positions amounted to 40 (19 academic staff members, 5 engineers and 16 technical staff members and others).
In addition 11 academic staff members and 10 technical staff members (and others) were financed by acquired third party budget.

In course of 2012, 3 guest scientists, 11 PhD students (2 of KIT-Campus South, 6 of KIT-Campus North, 3 Scholarship), 1 DHBW student and 4 trainees in the mechanical and electronics workshops worked in the IHM.

Strategical Events, Scientific Honors and Awards

By Sept. 2012, Prof. Dr.-Ing. John Jelonnek has completed his first year as successor of Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Manfred Thumm as Director of IHM.

The organizational structure of IHM has been adapted. The department for high power microwave technologies is formed by three teams now, the team “gyrotron simulation and components”, headed by Dr. Stefan Illy, the team “gyrotron verification and measurements techniques”, headed by Dr. Tomasz Rzesnicki and the team “materials processing with microwaves” headed by Dr. Guido Link. The team “plasma-wall interactions”, headed by Dr. Igor Landman has been moved to the department of pulsed power technologies.

IHM has organized the 4th Euro-Asian Pulsed Power Conference (EAPPC) in combination with the 19th International Conference on High-Power Particle Beams (BEAMS) which took place at Karlsruhe in September. Chair has been Dr. Georg Müller. The conference has been counted as very successful event.

Prof. Manfred Thumm received the “Heinrich-Hertz Preis” of KIT and EnBW Stiftung for his research work in the area of generation, transmission and conversion of high power microwaves for future magnetic confinement nuclear plasma devices.

Prof. Manfred Thumm received the “Excellent Teaching Award” for the Embedded Systems Engineering Executive Master Program of the HECTOR School of Engineering and Management at the KIT.

DI Andreas Schlaich received the “Student Paper Award – Honourable Mention” at the 39th IEEE Int. Conference on Plasma Science (ICOPS 2012) in Edinburgh, Scotland.

Longlasting Co-operations with Industries, Universities and Research Institutes

- Basics of the interaction between electrical fields and cells (Bioelectrics) in the frame of the International Bioelectrics Consortium with Old Dominion University Norfolk, USA; Kumamoto University, Japan; University of Missouri Columbia, USA; Institute Gustave-Roussy and University of Paris XI Villejuif, France; University of Toulouse, Toulouse, France, Leibniz Institute for Plasma Science and Technology, Greifswald, Germany

- Desinfection of hospital wastewater by pulsed electric field treatment in cooperation with University of Mainz and Eisenmann AG

- Integration of the electroporation process for sugar production with SÜDZUCKER AG

- Development of protection against corrosion in liquid metal cooled reactor systems in the following EU-Projectes: LEADER, GETMAT, MATER, HELIMNET, ESFR (Partner: CEA, ENEA, SCK-CEN, CIEMAT)

- Development of core- and structure materials for liquid lead reactor cooling systems in collaboration with the Japanese Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA)

- Development of large area pulsed electron beam devices in collaboration with the Efremov Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

- Experiments on liquid Pb and PbBi-cooling of reactor systems with the Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE), Obninsk, Russia

- Development, installation and test of the complete 10 MW, 140 GHz ECRH Systems for continuous wave operation at the stellarator Wendelstein W7-X in collaboration with the Max-Planck-Institute for Plasmaphysics (IPP) Greifswald and the Institute for Plasmaresearch (IPF) of the University of Stuttgart

- Development of the European ITER Gyrotrons in collaboration in the frame of the European Gyrotron Consortiums EGYC and coordinated by Fusion for Energy (F4E). The other members of the Consortium are CRPP, EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland, CNE Milano, Italy, ENEA, Frascati, Italy, HELLAS-Assoc. EURATOM (NTUA/NKUA Athens), Greece. The industrial partner is the microwave tube company Thales Electron Devices (TED) in Paris, France

- Development of new diagnostic systems for improvement of electron guns for gyrotrons and cavity interaction calculations in collaboration with the St. Petersburg Polytechnical University, Russia and the University of Latvia, Latvia

- Basic investigations of plasma-wall interaction in fusion reactors in collaboration with the State Research Center of Russian Federation Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Fusion Research (TRINITI), Troitsk, Russia and the Institute of Plasma Physics, Kharkov, Ukraine

- Fundamentals of application of gyrotrons for microwave materials processing in collaboration with the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) in Toki, Japan and the University of Fukui, Japan

- Development of Microwave Systems of the HEPHAISTOS Series for materials processing with microwaves with the Company Vötsch Industrietechnik GmbH, Reiskirchen.
In ITER the disruptions can locally damage the wall surface. For protection of plasma facing components (PFC) a massive gas injection (MGI) of a noble gas into the confined plasma at the disruption onset is under investigation. During MGI the plasma thermal energy transforms into photonic load scattered over the surface. The MGI thermal quench phase (TQ) must outpace the disruption, which limits the acceptable MGI cooling time \( t_c \) to a few ms. From MGI experiments it can be concluded that an effective ionization of injected atoms in the plasma and a radiating cooling wave into plasma bulk occur. Some moderate anomalous heat cross-transport develops in the bulk until the cooling wave reaches the magnetic surface of safety factor \( q = 2 \) (‘resonance surface’); then the transport significantly rises.

Our purpose is the numerical assessments of MGI in the tokamaks JET and ITER. The modelling is performed with the 2D tokamak code TOKES. The code calculates the motion of the plasma across and along the magnetic field lines, the motion of injected gas and atoms after recombination, and the gas motion in the injector. Validation of TOKES against JET and magnetic energy evolution at CQ onset. The modelling for ITER concerns maximal possible temperature \( T_{\text{wmax}} \) of the Be magnetic surface of safety factor \( q = 2 \) (‘resonance surface’); it is obtained from TOKES validations is applied:

\[
k_{\perp}(x,t) = f \times 10^{20} \left( \frac{T_e(x,t)}{2.5 \text{ keV}} \right)^2 \begin{cases} 13g, & \eta < 1 \\ 260, & \eta > 1 \end{cases}
\]

For ITER the factor \( f = 8 \) is obtained. At \( \eta = 1 \) the cooling front crosses the \( q=2 \) surface and \( k_{\perp} \) increases by a factor of 20.

In the ITER simulations the injected mass \( M_\text{inj} \) was varied by one order of value (17 < \( M_\text{inj} < 160 \) g). TQ starts after reaching the resonance surface at \( t \sim 1 \) ms. Then a powerful photon flash arises and \( T_e \) significantly decreases. The cooling front \( x = x(t) \) increases its speed \( V_e \) with \( t \). A slow decrease of radiation power after the flash occurs, which corresponds to the travel of front through the plasma until complete cooling.
With increasing $M_e$, the cooling time $\tau_c$ decreases from 5 ms down to 2.8 ms. Decreasing $k_{ax}$ (i.e. $f$ down to 1) results in some redistribution of wall load in time but hardly changes $\tau_c$ and $T_{\text{max}}$.

For the W wall, MGI with the mid-plane injectors is always melt-free. For the Be wall this cannot be expected because $T_{\text{max}}$ is obtained near the Be melting point. Therefore W is preferable at the most loaded position (wall coordinate $X \approx 11$ m). Due to the assumption of toroidal symmetry, the simulations give the lowest possible maximum of wall temperature and thus the minimal possible cooling time. In this way we addressed the question whether a melt-free MGI in ITER can be done at all in a few ms, even if using a large number of injectors in one poloidal plane.

(EFDA Task WP12-IPH-A11-1-02/PS-01/KIT and WP12-IPH-A11-1-02/BS-01/KIT: Modelling of W PFCs damage for TEXTOR and JET experiments under ITER relevant conditions.)

The disruptions can also decrease the ITER PFC durability not only by photonic heating or plasma impacts. It is expected that during several milliseconds of the disruption relativistic runaway electrons (RE) can be generated in the decaying plasma and produce additional damage to the first wall (FW). In earlier JET experiments with the carbon fibre composite (CFC) FW the RE beams were observed during the disruptions mitigated by Ar MGI. Since 2011 JET operates with the new ITER-like wall (ILW) covered with beryllium. In one ILW experiment with low density plasma a local melting of poloidal limiter due to RE impact was observed.

To numerically assess the melting of typical Be tiles caused by RE in next JET experiments aiming ITER, the KIT codes ENDEP and MEMOS are applied. An upgraded 3D version of MEMOS is now available for melt motion dynamics. In tokamaks the melt fluid can accelerate due to surface tension, applied plasma pressure and the $J\times B$ force of halo-, eddy-, and thermo-currents. 3D version was validated by TEXTOR experiments for long timescale (of several seconds) melt motion displacements and for RE impact on TEXTOR graphite limiter. Simulations of after effects of RE impact on the JET Be FW are performed including also the surface vaporization and determination of melting threshold $W_{\text{melt}}$ for RE energy density $W_{\text{RE}}$.

In JET, detailed temperature evolution and spatial distributions as well as melting and evaporation erosion are simulated for single Be tile installed at the upper dump plate (next Fig.) accounting for geometrical peculiarities of it. The impact duration $\tau$ ranged from 1 to 4 ms. It is assumed that RE have exponential distribution function $f(E) = \exp(-E/E_0)$ on electron energy $E$, with the parameter $E_0$ below 10 MeV. The total wetted area of the impact is expected to be of 0.6 m$^2$.

The simulations are divided into two steps. At first the volumetric energy deposition function is calculated with the Monte-Carlo code ENDEP. At the second the code MEMOS is applied for the calculations of temperature distribution in the material bulk. For the ILW wall we assumed that the RE beam parameters used in the simulations are equal to those from the JET experiments with CFC FW: typical RE current up to 0.5 MA and RE beam radius of 0.5 m, so that the current density up to 0.6 MA/m$^2$. The total wetted area of the impact is ~1560 K.

Temperatures inside the Be tile for RE loads with $E_0/E_\text{e}=0$. Time moment 1 ms means the pulse end. a) $L=1$ cm; b) $L=0.5$ cm.

Dependences of $T_{\text{melt}}$ on $W_{\text{RE}}$ and the current density $J_{\text{RE}}$ are also obtained (next Fig.). The Be melting threshold $J_{\text{melt}}$ was estimated to depend on pulse duration as $1/\tau$. The calculated $J_{\text{melt}}$ ranged from 2 to 12 kA/m$^2$, which is much less than the $J_{\text{RE}}$ expected in JET (up to 500 kA/m$^2$). Already small increase of $J_{\text{RE}}$ above $J_{\text{melt}}$ by 10-20% results in the melting pool deepness up to several hundred microns. The calculated solidification time is rather long: ~20 ms. With the expected wetted area of 0.6 m$^2$, $J_{\text{RE}}$ ~10 kA would produce the melt layer of 0.5 mm thickness.

Sketch of Be tile of JET ILW
The simulations were carried out for not castellated targets with the sizes 3.5×3.2×0.3 cm. For the thermo-emission current the Child-Langmuir model is used. Several scenarios of the duration 6 s with maximum of W ranged from 21 to 27 MW/m² are calculated. The ENDEP and MEMOS codes validated against these TEXTOR experiments have reached at reasonable quantitative agreement of simulations with the experiment. For example (Fig. above), in case of \( W_{\text{max}} = 25 \text{ MW/m}^2 \) the simulated final erosion profile on the target surface after the melt motion driven by the JxB force of thermo-currents is in a good agreement with the measurements. Furthermore, interactions of the RE electrons with TEXTOR graphite limiter have been investigated and then simulated with MEMOS. In the experiment mean RE energy about 4 MeV, the RE energy absorbed in the graphite then simulated with MEMOS. In the experiment mean RE energy about 4 MeV, the RE energy absorbed in the graphite limiter 3 kJ and RE pulse duration 10 ms was measured. The MEMOS contributed for calculations of target surface temperature in these experiments. In the simulations \( T_{\text{wmax}} \) up to \( \approx 3500 \text{ K} \) is demonstrated, which means a fast sublimation and brittle destruction of limiter.

(F4E Grant GRT-315: Simulation of ITER First Wall Energy loading during mitigated disruptions and runaway electrons)

This task implements the running collaboration between KIT and the ITER organization (IO) for numerical prediction of possible wall damage after the MGI mitigated disruptions of ITER baseline \( Q = 10 \) burning plasma discharge. So far only the first part of the project can be considered as finished: Be wall loading by photon radiation of injected and ionized neon during MGI TQ. TOKES MGI simulations were supported by MEMOS for elaborated calculation of wall surface temperature \( T_w(X) \) and possible FW melting (without assessing melt motion).

TOKES calculated the impacting radiation flux on FW surface for different Ne amounts. At present ITER foresees three toroidally separated upper port MGI locations. Being 2D, the code cannot simulate such toroidally discrete gas injection. Instead, a single injection orifice is modelled as a gap in the FW poloidal plane contour, uniformly distributed toroidally such that the gas injection is toroidally symmetric in the code. IO suggested the simple geometric form for the injectors, incorporating a small bend to account for the need to direct the gas towards the plasma centre (see inset in next Fig.). (There is as yet no detailed design for the ITER injectors.)

\[ \text{Final W surface profile after plasma heat loads of 25 MW/m}^2 \text{ in TEXTOR experiments. Left: experiment, right: MEMOS results.} \]

Different MGI scenarios are examined by varying the initial pressure in the injector gas plenum from 500 bar down to 8 bar. The calculations considered several scenarios which cover the range of TQ time from 3 ms up to 12 ms. Physical parameter chosen for the injection intensity is the median gas inflow \( J_m \) (Fig. above) that characterizes the magnitude of oscillating injection; \( J_m \) was varied in the range \((0.33-21) \times 10^{26} \text{ atom/s} \). The inflow of Ne into the vessel as a function of time is shown. The median inflow The IO injector sketch is also shown.

Comparison of \( Q_r \) for intense and moderate injection scenarios. The last moment of TQ phase is shown.

In the simulations a principal difference between the scenarios with \( J_m < J_m0 = 2.6 \times 10^{26} \text{ s} \) and \( J_m \geq J_m0 \) was revealed (Fig. above). At the intense inflow \( J_m = 10.4 \times 10^{26} \text{ s} \) the cooling time \( \tau_c \) is small (3.4 ms) and the maximum radiation load \( Q_{\text{max}} \) appears throughout in front of the injector. The ionized Ne has insufficient time to leave the injector location. At \( J_m = 0.65 \times 10^{26} \text{ s} \), \( \tau_c = 7.8 \text{ ms} \) is obtained. This gives the ionized Ne more time to expand along the magnetic field lines, which decreases the load in front of injector. At \( J_m = 10.4 \times 10^{26} \text{ s} \) the maximum radiation flux reaches about 1.5 GW/m² in front of injector and about 1.2 GW/m² in the inner mid-plane. As to the case of \( J_m = 0.65 \times 10^{26} \text{ s} \), typical radiation flux is \(-0.5 \text{ MJ/m}^2 \).

The radiation coming at the wall surface is transferred into the heat and the heat transported into the wall bulk by the thermal conduction mechanism. The heat penetration depth \( \delta \) into the wall bulk on the timescale of the mitigated disruption heat pulse is small: \( \delta \sim (s/kC)^{1/2} \approx 300 \mu \text{m} \), with \( k \) and \( C \) thermal conductivity and heat capacity of wall material, respectively. TOKES has simplified algorithm for preliminary assessments of \( T_w \). Improved temperature distributions are obtained with MEMOS (next Fig.), which takes into account the surface evaporation, melt and evaporation enthalpies, and the thermo-physical parameters of the material in their dependence on \( T_w \).
The $T_{\text{max}}$ obtained with TOKES and MEMOS are shown. ($T_{\text{max}}$ was achieved at different positions on the surface)

At $J_m < J_{\text{m0}} = 2.6 \times 10^{26}/s$, $T_{\text{max}}$ is below the Be melting point and otherwise (intense injection) $T_{\text{max}} > T_{\text{melt}}$. The simulations demonstrated complete plasma cooling during 5.7 ms as a minimum TQ phase duration without the melting of Be wall surface. These results are obtained for the surface initial temperature $T_0 \sim 500$ K. The elaborated simulations with MEMOS allowed assessment of possible evaporation wear layer ($\sim 0.02 \mu$m) and melt pool depth ($\sim 30 \mu$m) over the beryllium surface (next Fig.). The melted area occupies on the first wall a rather wide stripe of the width 1-2 m in the vicinity of injector.

**Distributions of Be melt pool depth vs X and t.** $J_m = 21 \times 10^{26}/s$.

The distributions of $T_{\text{m}}(X,t)$ over the wall surface coordinate $X$ and in time $t$ is rather singular (next Fig.). Due to the radiation flash after switching on the anomalous transport mechanism a fast increase (about 100 K) of surface temperature occurs.

**Be wall surface temperature vs X and t;** $J_m = 1.3 \times 10^{26}/s$.

The performance of PFC in DEMO is a fundamental issue affecting the technological feasibility of fusion power. Our aim is to determine the structure and coating thicknesses which maximize component lifetime against life limitations. At present, the most promising is a sandwich type W/EUROFER first wall module. We evaluated the expected power loading in

stable-state and off-normal DEMO operation. We also consider ELMs and their effect on the tungsten armor melting and roughness formation due to the W vapor pressure. Then, the impact of VDE and RE on the FW is evaluated by taking into account the conversion of the magnetic energy stored in the RE current into heat through the ohmic dissipation of the eddy current. We also estimated the efficiency of helium gas as a coolant.

Simulation of power load during DEMO operation was performed by MEMOS and ENDEP codes. The net incoming transient heat flux $Q$ onto the W armour is assumed in the range of 0.5-15 MW/m$^2$ which can be expected in DEMO. The parameters of off-normal events and ELMs in DEMO estimated based on ITER data and simple scaling arguments are summarized in the Tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>events</th>
<th>Energy levels, kJ</th>
<th>Deposited area, m$^2$</th>
<th>Deposited time, sec</th>
<th>Energy density, MW/m$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady-state operation</td>
<td>radiation &amp; c-cock, atoms</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDE</td>
<td>$W_{\text{DE}}(0.94)W_{\text{cool}}(1.2)$</td>
<td>$-25$</td>
<td>$-0.5$</td>
<td>$-30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDE with RE</td>
<td>$-40%W_{\text{cool}}(1.2)$</td>
<td>$-25$</td>
<td>$-0.5$</td>
<td>$-26.50^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE slow loss</td>
<td>$W_{\text{RE}}(0.64)40%W_{\text{cool}}$</td>
<td>$-16$</td>
<td>$-0.8$</td>
<td>$-30^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE fast loss</td>
<td>$W_{\text{RE}}(0.64)$</td>
<td>$-16$</td>
<td>$-0.8$</td>
<td>$-70^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maximum W and EUROFER temperature vs net incoming heat flux Q under steady-state DEMO operation.**

In the case of steady-state operation the W surface temperature remains well below the vaporization and melting and the heat flux into coolant below critical heat flux thus avoiding severe degradation of the heat removal capability. Calculations for various values of armour thickness $\Delta_w$ and the EUROFER thickness $\Delta_{\text{EUROFER}}$, show that the optimal are the values of $\Delta_w = 3$ mm and of $\Delta_{\text{EUROFER}} = 4$ mm. (Fig. above) shows the FW armour surface temperature and the maximum EUROFER temperature (interlayer temperature) for different incoming heat flux values $Q$. When $Q$ reaches $14$ MW/m$^2$ the interlayer temperature exceeds the critical value $T_{\text{crit}} = 550$ °C and EUROFER can experience irremediable thermal distraction.

In the case of off-normal events e.g. ‘hot’ VDE (accidental control loss) the energy deposition into the FW W armor causes surface melting up to 0.07 mm and evaporation up to a few mm. For ‘cold’ VDE, when vertical instability arises after thermal quench, current channel moves towards the wall during current decay and deposits remaining energy to the FW, the W/EUROFER structure can marginally tolerate the
energy loads. The RE fast losses does not cause the W armor melting because of a very short exposure time $\sim 0.01$ ms. In the case of RE slow losses electron deposit their energy (magnetic and kinetic) deeper in armor layer which explains the W temperature decrease with increasing the armor thickness. In all cases (except for the RE slow loss) the armor temperature is quite independent on armor thickness, because heat deposition takes place in a thin surface layer. In the case of the RE slow loss heat deposition occurs deeper in armor and heating time becomes comparable with heat diffuson time for W thicknesses $\leq 1$ cm.

- Microwave Heating for W7-X (PMW) –

Introduction

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) and current drive (ECCD) are the standard methods for localized heating and current drive in future fusion experiments. Thus, ECRH will be the basic day-one heating system for the stellarator W7-X which is currently under final construction at IPP Greifswald. It is expected that the ECRH system for W7-X will be finalized in 2014. In its first stage W7-X will be equipped with an 10 MW ECRH system operating at 140 GHz in continuous wave (CW).

The complete ECRH system is coordinated by the project “Projekt Mikrowellenheizung für W7-X (PMW)” –. PMW has been established by KIT together with IPP and several EU partners in 1998. The responsibility of PMW covers the design, development, construction, installation and system tests of all components required for stationary plasma heating on site at IPP Greifswald. PMW coordinates the contribution from Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPF) of the University of Stuttgart too. IPF is responsible for the microwave transmission system and part of the power supply (HV-system). IPP Greifswald is responsible for the in-vessel components and for the in-house auxiliary systems. PMW benefits from the collaboration with Centre de Recherche de Physique des Plasmas (CRPP) Lausanne, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA), Cadarache and Thales Electron Devices (TED), Vélizy.

A contract between CRPP Lausanne, FZK Karlsruhe and TED, Vélizy, had been settled to develop and build the series gyrotrons. First step in this collaboration was the development of a prototype gyrotron for W7-X with an output power of 1 MW CW at 140 GHz.

Seven series gyrotrons have been ordered from industrial partner Thales Electron Devices (TED), Vélizy. First operation and long pulse conditioning of these gyrotrons is being performed at the teststand at KIT. Pulses up to 180 s duration at full power are possible (factory acceptance test, FAT) whereas 30 minutes shots at full power are possible at IPP (necessary for site acceptance test, SAT). Including the pre-prototype tube, the prototype tube and the 140 GHz CPI-tube, in total 10 gyrotrons will be available for W7-X in final state. To operate these gyrotrons, in addition to the Oxford Instruments and Accel magnets, eight superconducting magnet systems have been manufactured at Cryomagnetics Inc., Oak Ridge, USA.

Most of the components of the transmission system, HV-systems and in-vessel-components have been ordered, manufactured, delivered and are ready for operation at IPP Greifswald. A part of the existing ECRH system has been already used to test new concepts and components for ECRH. A significant delay arose in the project due to unexpected difficulties in the production of the series gyrotrons.

Series Gyrotrons

In 2005, the first TED series gyrotron SN1 had been tested successfully at FZK and IPP (920 kW/1800 s). It met all specifications during the acceptance test, no specific limitations were observed. In order to keep the warranty SN1 has been sealed, one prototype gyrotron is routinely used for experiments.
Series gyrotrons following SN1 did show a more or less different behavior with respect to parasitic oscillations excited in the beam tunnel region. These oscillations resulted in an excessive heating of the beam tunnel components, in particular of the absorbing ceramic rings. The gyrotrons re-opened after operation showed significant damages due to overheating at the ceramic rings and the brazing of the rings. A possible solution was proposed and successfully tested by KIT. As the main difference to the usual beam tunnel this design features corrugations in the copper rings which handicap the excitation of parasitic modes.

The thermal loading of the collector depends very much on the efficiency of the interaction and on the pulse length. For CW high power operation this loading is close to what is feasible in terms cooling and lifetime of the collector. For the series tubes a sweeping procedure has been introduced which combines a vertical and radial displacement of the electron beam at the collector. This results in an almost constant power deposition at the inner wall along the axis and removes the particularly dangerous temperature peaks at the lower and upper reversal points of the electron beam. In 2012 complete sweeping systems for the series gyrotrons have been procured.

Modifications have been realized and already tested in order to reduce the internal absorption of stray RF power by covering stainless steel components with copper.

A possible corrosion in the water cooling circuit of the diamond window at the plasma vacuum is prevented by replacing the water by inert Silicon oil.

In 2012 long pulse conditioning and testing of the gyrotron SN6 was continued. SN6 is the first series gyrotron equipped with all improvements developed. The final acceptance tests of SN6 were finished successfully at IPP Greifswald showing above 900 kW RF output power and reliable operation at 30 min pulse length.

The next series gyrotron, SN7, was delivered to KIT in August 2012. During installation at KIT teststand a vacuum leak was detected in the copper of an internal cooling pipe. The tube has been repaired at Thales already, acceptance tests at KIT are starting at January 2013.

It matches the RF power at the gyrotron output to a fundamental gaussian beam with the correct beam parameters, and it sets the appropriate polarization needed for optimum absorption in the plasma. A fifth mirror directs the beam to the beam combining optics, which is situated at the input plane of a multi-beam waveguide. This MBWG is designed to transmit up to seven beams (5x 140 GHz beams, 1x 70 GHz beam, and 1x channel connected to the N-port launchers via a switch) from the gyrotrons (entrance plane) to the stellarator hall (exit plane). To transmit the power of all gyrotrons, two symmetrically arranged MBWGs are used. At the output planes of the MBWGs, two mirror arrays separate the beams again and distribute them via two other mirrors and CVD-diamond vacuum barrier windows to individually movable antennas (launchers) in the torus.

The manufacturing and installation of the components of the basic transmission system has been completed. Cooling tube manifolds to supply the mirrors and stray radiation absorbers mounted in the towers in front of the stellarator were installed.

A possible solution was proposed and successfully tested by KIT. As the main difference to the usual beam tunnel this design features corrugations in the copper rings which handicap the excitation of parasitic modes.

The thermal loading of the collector depends very much on the efficiency of the interaction and on the pulse length. For CW high power operation this loading is close to what is feasible in terms cooling and lifetime of the collector. For the series tubes a sweeping procedure has been introduced which combines a vertical and radial displacement of the electron beam at the collector. This results in an almost constant power deposition at the inner wall along the axis and removes the particularly dangerous temperature peaks at the lower and upper reversal points of the electron beam. In 2012 complete sweeping systems for the series gyrotrons have been procured.

Modifications have been realized and already tested in order to reduce the internal absorption of stray RF power by covering stainless steel components with copper.

A possible corrosion in the water cooling circuit of the diamond window at the plasma vacuum is prevented by replacing the water by inert Silicon oil.

In 2012 long pulse conditioning and testing of the gyrotron SN6 was continued. SN6 is the first series gyrotron equipped with all improvements developed. The final acceptance tests of SN6 were finished successfully at IPP Greifswald showing above 900 kW RF output power and reliable operation at 30 min pulse length.

The next series gyrotron, SN7, was delivered to KIT in August 2012. During installation at KIT teststand a vacuum leak was detected in the copper of an internal cooling pipe. The tube has been repaired at Thales already, acceptance tests at KIT are starting at January 2013.

Transmission Line System

The transmission of the RF output power to the plasma happens via a quasi-optical system. It consists of different single-beam and multi-beam waveguide (MBWG) elements, which adds up in total more than 150 reflectors. For each gyrotron, a beam correcting assembly of four mirrors is used.

Output power $P_{rf}$, beam current $I_c$, efficiency and operating voltages $U_a$, $U_b$ of series gyrotron SN6, measured at IPP Greifswald during long pulse operation (30 min.).

Transmission Line System

The transmission of the RF output power to the plasma happens via a quasi-optical system. It consists of different single-beam and multi-beam waveguide (MBWG) elements, which adds up in total more than 150 reflectors. For each gyrotron, a beam corrector assembly of four mirrors is used.
Conceptual design of the remote steering launchers RSL1 (top) and RSL5 (bottom), designed for the narrow N-ports of W7-X. The insert bottom, left shows the transverse field structure of an m= 15 mode in the slightly bulged waveguide cross-section of RSL5.

In autumn of 2012, the engineering design and manufacturing of the RS launchers was started within the frame of a “BMBF Verbundprojekt” with special funding by the German Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF). The leading institution of the project is IPP with its branches at Greifswald and Garching. Partners of the project are the IPF Stuttgart together with two industrial partners, Neue Technologien GmbH, Gelnhausen (NTG), and Galvano-T electroforming-electroplating GmbH, Windeck (GT).

Within this Project FORMIK³ (“Fortgeschrittene Mikrowellen-Heizsysteme für die kontrollierte Kernfusion”), the detailed design of the launchers as well as the preparation for manufacturing was started at IPP. Both launcher waveguides will consist of two straight corrugated square waveguides (total length typically 5 m), which will be connected via mitre bends to fit the antenna into the available space at W7-X, as seen in the figure below. The waveguide parts will be manufactured by electroforming techniques from copper. This method had been identified before as best suited for long, vacuum compatible corrugated waveguides, which need relatively strong water cooling. Within the FORMIK³ project, NTG will care for the manufacture of the mandrels and the final machining of the waveguides, while GT will provide the electroforming works. A drawing of the RSL1 waveguide part to be situated in the vacuum vessel is shown below.

The RS launchers will be fed from the main transmission via one (RSL1) and two reflectors (RSL5), respectively. The optical beam path and the mirror parameters have been defined. The design of the reflectors, which will be similar to the reflectors of the main transmission system, has been started. In the construction phase, which is planned for the next year (2013), NTG will fabricate the mirror stainless steel blanks, the reflector mounts and the final mirror surfaces, and GT will provide the copper mirror surfaces with the cooling system embedded.

Prior to the start of the Verbundprojekt, basic research on the optimization of remote-steering antennas was continued at IPF Stuttgart. As the imaging characteristics of square waveguides diminish at steering angles > 12°, a prototype antenna waveguide with an optimized cross-section (square with outward bulges) with respect to the steering range was manufactured and tested. Antenna patterns recorded at a variety of steering angles show that an increase of the useful steering range up to 16° was reached, however, at the expense of a reduction of the quality of the antenna beam. A detailed analysis of the radiation patterns showed, that the dispersion relation for the deformed waveguide was optimal for the HE1,n modes, however, HE3,n modes, which also contribute to the antenna beam, did not obey the prescribed ideal dispersion. The results were confirmed by a resonator technique, for which the spectrum of the transverse resonances of the waveguide was measured and analysed.

A new simulation code was set up, which allows the simultaneous calculation of all propagation constants in the deformed waveguide; and calculations have started to find the best performing RS waveguide cross-section. Its application is foreseen for the RSL5 launcher; in contrast, RLS1 will be designed as square waveguide.

In-vessel components

The four ECRH-plug-in launchers have been equipped with water manifolds and flow sensors. One of the launcher was used to test the assembly within similar cramped geometrical conditions as they are expected for W7-X operation. Together with the assembly department at IPP-Greifswald a successful assembly procedure was elaborated which insures a reliable vacuum closure with a HelicoFlex-sealing.

The electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) diagnostics was developed and fabricated at IPP-Greifswald. It measures the transmitted ECRH power, the beam position and polarization. The waveguide vacuum interfaces had been slightly modified. A detailed leakage measurement showed that the entire helium penetration rate through the o-ring sealing of all 33 vacuum interfaces of one B-port plug-in would violate the...
W7-X vacuum restriction. Alternative sealing methods had been investigated consequently. Finally, CF-type copper sealing with a glued mica window was chosen. It showed a sufficiently small helium penetration rate and a high mechanical reliability. The modified B-port insert passed the official W7-X vacuum leak test procedure successfully. Outside the vacuum vessel the microwave interfaces will be equipped by filigree components and detectors, which must be protected from mechanical damage. Therefore a protection bonnet was designed, which also provides electrical connections and mechanical access. Finally the ECA-diagnostic had been officially committed to the assembly department for installation at the W7-X vacuum vessel.

-- ITER ECRH Advanced Source Development--

F4E-2009-GRT-034-01: Analysis of Design Issues, Interfaces and Preparation of the Procurement Arrangement for the ITER Gyrotron

F4E-2009-GRT-049-01: Design and Development of the European Gyrotron

F4E-GRT-432: Design and Development of the European Gyrotron

Introduction

The development of an 2 MW, CW, 170 GHz coaxial cavity gyrotron for ITER is pursued within the European Gyrotron Consortium (EGYC, consisting of CRPP, Switzerland; KIT, Germany; HELLAS, Greece; CNR, Italy). EGYC acts as the scientific partner for Fusion for Energy (F4E). Within this consortium, KIT acts as the cooperation partner of ISSP, Latvia. The EU part to ITER is the delivery of RF sources (gyrotrons) to provide in total 8 MW of RF input power. In contrast to the other parties (Russia, Japan) delivering 1 MW, CW conventional cavity gyrotrons to ITER, the EGYC consortium planned to provide 2 MW, CW RF power units to reduce total costs and to limit the space requirements. Additionally, it would have offered to double the system power for ECH&CD.

While the industrial gyrotron prototype, built by Thales Electron Devices (TED, France), is tested at CRPP, KIT does the main part in the research and the development of the physical designs of the gyrotron components. It does low power tests of the different components and does high power tests at short-pulses. The latter are done using KIT's 2 MW modular pre-prototype gyrotron. KIT is responsible for the cavity, the up taper and the mode converter system. It is simulating the beam generation, the interaction between the electrons and the RF field and the the electron-optical system up to the collector.

In 2011, the 2 MW industrial prototype gyrotron was successfully upstarting in short pulse operation with RF output powers up to 2 MW (@1 ms). However, after a fatal event in December 2012, at which a water leak destroyed the tube, F4E and EGYC decided together to move to the 1 MW fallback solution for the initial gyrotron installation of ITER. The corresponding physical design had started in 2007 already. Nevertheless, the 2 MW coaxial cavity design is continued towards a suitable design for an update of ITER and for future fusion devices.

In this chapter results of the coaxial cavity gyrotron development as well as the activities towards a conventional cavity gyrotron at 170 GHz for ITER will be described.

Recent modifications on the KIT Test Facility

The following modifications and improvements on the gyrotron test setup have been done in 2012:

(1) A normal conducting (NC) coil with improved cooling has been installed inside the bore hole of the KIT Oxford Instruments super-conducting (SC) magnet. After that installation, the magnetic field of the SC magnet can be increased to the required value of 6.87 T in continuous-wave (CW) operation.

(2) The diode-type magnetron injection electron gun (MIG) has been redesigned to be identical to the corresponding components of the industrial CW gyrotron. Furthermore, the new construction of the electron gun allows a simple replacement of the emitter nose. In addition, an anode aperture (halo-shield) has been introduced in order to avoid electrons trapped between the cathode region and the magnetic mirror.

(3) The improved isolation between the gyrotron body and the top plate of the cryostat enables an operation of the gyrotron with single-stage depressed collector (SDC).

(4) A new design of the waveguide antenna (launcher) of the quasi-optical system has been installed. The launcher got a significant smoother inner surface. Simulations predicts a significant reduction of the stray radiation.

Experimental results

In experiments the current flow to the newly introduced halo-shield (see Figure below) has been found. Further investigations have shown that at the position of the halo-shield the clearance between the electron beam and the wall is only about \( d_{\text{mean-halo}} \approx 0.2 \text{ mm} \) in contrast to about 2.3 mm obtained from numerical calculations.

The profile of the gyrotron anode used in the experiment (halo-shield has been indicated).

It is assumed that the observed significant increase of the beam width is caused by electrons trapped between the cathode and the magnetic mirror. Mentioned effects have been accompanied by a rise of \( I_{\text{body}} \) and of the pressure inside the tube as well as the occurrence of parasitic low frequency oscillations. These parasitic oscillations could be responsible for the observed instabilities in the electron beam and further chaotic behavior of the gyrotron. The root cause of the instabilities is still under study.

Due to above mentioned instabilities the experiments could be continued with reduced pulse lengths only. Finally an RF output power of 1.9 MW and an electronics efficiency of 28% (without depressed collector, pulse length \( \approx 0.5 \text{ ms} \)) has been obtained in single \( \text{TE}_{34,19} \)-mode operation at 170 GHz. Achieved results are shown in the Fig. 2 below (left). In addition, at high power the profile of the RF beam has been measured outside the gyrotron window with an IR camera. The analysis of the data confirmed the results of the low power measurements. The tube provides an excellent quality of the generated RF beam.
For the first time, the KIT 2 MW pre-prototype has been operated with a single stage depressed collector. Reduced operation parameters have been used with respect to the technical limitations of the body power supply and due to the above mentioned instabilities observed in a certain voltage range and accompanied by a sudden rise of the body current, \( I_{\text{body}} \). Final operating parameters have been an accelerating voltage \( \leq 80 \text{kV} \) and a beam current \(<70 \text{A}\). Within the parameter limits a very stable operation of the tube has been demonstrated up to a depression voltage of 35 kV. With depression gyrotron efficiency increased from \( \sim 19\% \) up to 37%. The RF output power at those conditions was measured to be about 1.2 MW.

First studies on an alternative method for the verification of the alignment of the electron beam with respect to the axis of the gyrotron cavity have been performed. The idea is based on the radial displacement of the electron beam inside the cavity by applying dipole coils and on the influence of the displacement on the excitation of a cavity mode. The figure shows the oscillation region of the \( \text{TE}_{34,19} \) mode as obtained for two different beam currents in dependence of the dipole currents \( I_X \) and \( I_Y \). The center of the measured values (\( I_X/I_Y=6.5\text{A}/3.2\text{A} \)) corresponds to a displacement of the beam inside the cavity.

Out of this values a displacement of the electron beam with respect to the cavity axis by \( \sim 0.25 \text{mm} \) is obtained (\( I_X = 1 \text{A} \) corresponds to a shift of 0.035 mm). This number is in agreement with measurements of the beam position relative to a capacitive probe in front of the cavity.

Studies on the electron gun

The attempt to employ the gun design of the industrial prototype in the KIT pre-prototype as far as possible did not lead to the desired performance. While the industrial prototype gun demonstrated all the desired improvements, with no trace of LF oscillations or voltage standoff problems, the refurbished KIT gun suffered from strong LF oscillations. The difference is obviously caused by the remaining design deviations. This observation may have some relation to halo electrons and to body currents.

The industrial prototype showed an unexpectedly high, but still acceptable body current. For the pre-prototype gyrotron with refurbished gun and halo shield, the body current was too high at nominal parameters. In the first experiment in this configuration, the magnetic field shape had to be changed to be able to operate. For this reason, the halo shield was removed in a second phase.

In frame of the 1 MW gyrotron development for ITER, important results on details of the emitter design where achieved. The thermal gaps around the emitter cause a high sensitivity to tolerances, which may be the reason for halo currents and low efficiencies which had not been understood before.

Experimental and theoretical investigations on RF parasitic oscillations

The suppression of parasitic oscillations is crucial for the performance of any gyrotron. Parasitic oscillations may occur in either the beam tunnel or in the after cavity region (ACI). A realistic simulation to understand these effects is still open.

Other parasitic oscillations may be generated in the uptaper as dynamic ACI as well as in the electron gun as LF parasitic oscillation. This later subject is strongly related to the studies on the electron gun and numerical simulations. In 2012 the aim has been to gain a better understanding on ACI.
In detail, the activities have been:

- Experimental studies of beam tunnel oscillations: in total, three experimental phases at KIT were performed, the first using the old 165 GHz electron gun at KIT combined with a beam tunnel with stacked corrugated copper and ceramic rings, the second one with the same beam tunnel, but the refurbished 170 GHz electron gun of KIT and the third employed a SiC beam tunnel instead. In all of these tests, no indication of any parasitic beam tunnel oscillation was found. In particular for the tests at KIT, it can be said that the RF spectrum was checked carefully and with high dynamic without any indication of spurious RF. This is a very robust validation of both beam tunnel concepts at the chosen operating parameters.

- Low frequency (LF) oscillations (around 80 MHz and 452 MHz) have been observed in recent experiments. The origin of the generation is still under study.

- Extensive measurements on dynamic ACI: the experiments with coaxial gyrotrons found no spurious RF signal at all. This is a particularly strong statement for the KIT experiments, where the measurement system described next was applied. This is a very good result for coaxial cavity devices, and is in agreement with simulations.

- For all these experimental studies, it was necessary to apply a suitable spectral diagnostic system (developed independently within a doctoral thesis) in parallel. This system permits unambiguous spectral measurements over a wide bandwidth and with high dynamic range, and was extended to also capture measurements of LF oscillations.

The main conclusions from the work in 2012 are:

- The chosen stacked beam tunnel concept appears successful and suitable, as well as the SiC beam tunnel which was checked in parallel. This is well proven by a wide band spectral measurement system with high dynamic range. On the other hand, it is still not possible to reliably simulate such beam ducts, so the determination of the limits of the chosen concepts still need essentially more background work.

- Other parasitic RF signals like ACI were not observed at all in the coaxial gyrotron, in strong contrast to any conventional gyrotron under investigation. While this is a very positive finding for coaxial cavity devices, the permanent appearance of spurious signals in conventional gyrotron operation has to be kept under observation and justifies extended work towards a full understanding of such spurious.

- Finally, LF oscillations are still not under control and need more investigation as well.

**Improving the simulation codes for wave-beam interactions**

This work was executed in coordinated efforts at KIT, CRPP, HELLAS and ISSP. This diversity is desired for cross-validation of results for which no experimental data are available.

In 2012 the following topics were investigated:

- Dynamic ACI: The generation of spectral lines indicating spurious caused by undesired gyrotron interaction in the cavity uptaper was assumed as a hypothesis. Same has been valid for their possible influence on the final gyrotron operation. Evidence has been gained that such spurious exist in reality and are not caused by artefacts in numerical simulations. Additionally, to measurements, such spectral lines appeared in the simulations using different numerical tools. However, work is still ongoing to verify the different simulations, and how far the results are depending on shortcomings of the employed simulation models. For this reason, it remains still unclear how far dynamic ACI influences gyrotron operation, and how far this can be predicted reliably. Additional efforts are necessary to improve the understanding of dynamic ACI.

- Non-uniform magnetic fields: In the axial magnetic field starts to get non-uniform. Therefore, in the simulation this non-uniform magnetic field must be considered. That is particularly true for dynamic ACI, which is assumed to be to a high extend related to gyrotron interaction in regions of lower magnetic fields. The simulation code SELFt at KIT has been improved to consider non-uniform magnetic fields. The validation of and the final code and numeric simulations are still ongoing.

- Particle-in-Cell simulation (PIC approach): Self-consistent simulation is typically using a slow-variables approach for the electron trajectories. Additionally, the field amplitudes are taken as constant during the transit time of an electron through the cavity. This approach is becoming critical if changes in the slow variable fields take place during electron transit time. This is for example the case when a spurious frequency, generated by dynamic ACI, turns up in addition to the dominating cavity oscillation. To overcome the simplifications and to investigate their actual influence, it is necessary to drop the trajectory approach and to replace it by a PIC or PIC-like code. This was done for the EURIDICE code, while other PIC-code versions for SELFt and TWANG are still in work. It may be mentioned here that a simulation done using the full wave PIC code “HALO” of University of Stuttgart has already shown some dynamic ACI.

- Misalignment of the electron beam versus magnetic field axis: Effort has been spent on studies on the influence of electron beam misalignment. This effort was directly triggered by the observations made during the industrial prototype experiment at Lausanne, but it has a general importance beyond that. First results are that the influence of the electron beam misalignment on the beam parameters can be simulated with sufficient accuracy. It showed that misalignment is increasing mode competition and causes operation of counter-rotating modes.

**Summary:**

Dynamic ACI has been essentially substantiated by simulation and measurements. Still, most important influence factors e. g. boundary conditions and even correct modeling of the non-uniform magnetic fields need further investigation. It is quite natural that those discussions are arising at a point at which the existing cavity interaction codes are extended for usage in wider ranges of the gyrotron. First attempts on answering above questions were done by improving the simulation models regarding implementation of non-uniform magnetic fields, using particle-in-cell codes and by investigation of the implementation of boundary conditions for the cavity ports.

The investigation on electron beam misalignment serve purpose to ensure reliable series production and operation of gyrotrons at proper levels of output power and plug-in
efficiency. First results already indicate the strong influence of beam misalignment on gyrotron performance.

Design of highly efficient quasi-optical mode converters

The synthesis method for the waveguide antennas (launchers) of the quasi-optical system has been significantly improved. Namely, in the optimization, the wall surface is smoothed in terms of the spectrum reconstruction method.

On the base of the improved method, a new so-called smoothed launcher has been designed for the coaxial-cavity, TE_{34,19} mode gyrotron.

The smoothed launcher as well as a new mirror system for the original launcher, featuring phase-correcting mirrors, were tested in a low power setup (see figure below). The new launcher was also installed into the pre-prototype gyrotron and tested in high power experiments as well. In preceding cold tests and another high power experiment, using the KIT 165 GHz electron gun, the launcher provided by IAP was measured for comparison as well. The complete quasi-optical system of the industrial prototype was also measured in low power, yielding a slightly reduced Gaussian mode content of 94.2% and the following results:

- The Gaussian mode contents for all tested systems remained high (~96%) as before.
- The stray radiation of the system featuring the smoothed launcher (4%) was reduced by nearly to its half, compared to the unsmoothed design (7%). This is a major step for reliability due to reduced heat loads in the mirror box. For comparison, the IAP launcher featured a stray radiation value of 5.5%.

In parallel, a new method for fast simulation of tapered launchers was developed and applied to the launchers of the coaxial gyrotron. This method permits fast simulations of tapered launchers, which could until now only be simulated with slow methods (SURF3D).

There are major discrepancies between the measured stray radiation and the simulated values. The reasons for these discrepancies are under investigation. Furthermore, there is no method to determine stray radiation in low power tests. In consequence, the stray radiation of a system is only known after high power tests, which is the last step of the development.

The development of the improved launcher synthesis method and its application in a new launcher design represents a major step towards reliable gyrotron operation. The alternative method of applying phase correcting mirrors is another approach of interest which may in future be combined with smoothed launchers as well.

For future work, it is highly recommendable to finalize the stray radiation measurements of the phase correcting mirror system and to refine the methods for Gaussian mode content calculation. It is furthermore highly desirable to determine the reasons for discrepancies between calculations and measurements of the stray radiation, with the goal of predicting realistic values for the stray radiation in the simulations.

– Advanced Gyrotron Development –

Studies on electron beam diagnostic systems

One of the big unknowns in experimental gyrotron diagnostics is still the electron energy distribution at the collector. Even though the distribution can be simulated with many tools today, a measurement in full operation is impossible yet. On the other hand, the energy distribution at the collector determines the possible energy recovery. Additionally, measurements of the energy distribution at the collector would provide valuable insight into the interaction mechanisms, as well as it would be a good tool for further code validation.

One possibility to create a diagnostic tool for determination of the energy distribution is to measure the X-ray spectrum at the collector. The X-ray spectrum results from the bremsstrahlung of the electrons which are reaching at the collector. One of the related problems is to reconstruct the electron energy distribution through de-convolution. Other problems are the sensitivity of the system and possible error sources due to the shielding of the collector.

Towards the described diagnostics tool in 2012 following steps have been done:

1. Experiments: Measurements of X-ray spectra for different quasi-monoenergetic HEBs (helical electron beams). Different electron energies has been realized, and the measured electron spectra has been calculated. Necessary optimization of the test apparatus and algorithms has been done.

2. Definition of a measurements system to diagnose HEBs with electron energies up to 100 keV, and with beam currents up to tens of amperes.

3. Experiments at the KIT facility at typical operating regimes.
Above tasks have been done during two experimental campaigns which took place at the IHM gyrotron facility in April and October 2012. The campaigns have been followed by periods of data processing.

The two figures left shows an experimental result which confirms the applicability of the developed technique for diagnostics of gyrotron electron beams. The X-ray flux produced by the investigated gyrotron has been sufficiently intense. The spectral distributions agree with the expectations. The spectral characteristics of the x-rays (high-energy cut-off, spectrum widths) correlate with the gyrotron gun voltage and RF output power. Electromagnetic pick-up signals have little or no effect on the spectrometer performance. However, a magnetic field above a certain threshold makes the spectrometer inoperative, but doesn’t visibly affect its performance below the threshold.

Design of a low power gyrotron for the test of a new emitter concept

A 10 kW/28 GHz gyrotron has been designed to evaluate the use of CPR emitters for gyrotron applications. CPR cathodes allow operation with higher current density (up to 50 A/cm²) and provide much longer life time (~100000 h) compared to conventional emitter materials (LaB6, conventional dispenser cathodes etc.). In addition, the azimuthally segmented emitter ring provides the possibility to generate controlled non-uniform electron beams in order to study the effect of the non-uniform emission on the gyrotron output power and efficiency.

The design of all parts of the gyrotron has been finalized. The drawing of the 10 kW/28 GHz gyrotron is shown in the figure see below on the left side triode type magnetron injection gun (MIG) was preferred in order to increase the range of operating parameters. The cavity and the collector are water cooled to allow CW operation. The tube is also equipped with flanges instead of welded connections for easy exchange of components of the tube. The design of the test stand is nearly finished including water, interlock and power supply systems.

Electron energy distributions (bottom) reconstructed from x-ray spectra (top) for gyrotron regimes with (red curves) and without (blue) rf output via inverse integral transformation.

Design drawing of the 10kW/28GHz gyrotron (left), and layout of the test stand (right).
Start-up scenario for the 10kW/28GHz gyrotron (excitation of the mode TE$_{1,2}$).

For the cavity design we selected two modes at the second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency: TE$_{1,2}$ with the cavity radius 9.08 mm and beam radius 3.13 mm and TE$_{3,1}$ with the cavity radius 7.16 mm and the same beam radius as for the TE$_{1,2}$ mode. The optimization of the cavity profile was done by a self-consistent single mode code and the start-up investigations by the non-stationary multi-mode code EURIDICE. In simulations it was shown that for the cavity with TE$_{3,1}$ operating mode it is not possible to avoid the generation of the parasitic mode TE$_{1,1}$ on the first harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. For the cavity with the TE$_{1,2}$ main mode, simulations showed that from optimization of the cavity and magnetic field design it is possible to suppress the mode TE$_{1,1}$, and reach stable operation on the second harmonic TE$_{1,2}$, which can be seen from the figure above, where the start-up scenario of the gyrotron is shown.

Experiments will be performed with two types of emitters, a conventional M-type emitter (with continuous emitter ring) for evaluation of the parameters of the gyrotron and with a controlled porosity reservoir segmented emitter. The manufacturing of the conventional M-type emitter has been finished. For the segmented cathode 8 segments have been built. The assembly of the segmented cathode and preliminary tests are planned in near future. The construction of the segmented cathode and an individual segment are given below.

---

ECR Heating and Current Drive: – Step-Tunable Gyrotron Development –

Introduction

In recent years electron cyclotron resonance heating and current drive (ECRH and ECCD) has been established as a successful instrument in magnetically confined fusion plasmas. Gyrotrons are the unique devices which meet the extraordinary requirements of those applications: output power in the MW range, 100 – 200 GHz output frequency, and pulse length of several seconds up to continuous wave (CW). Due to its excellent coupling to the plasma and the very good localization of the absorbed RF power, ECRH is applied in present day machines and is also foreseen in large forthcoming fusion projects: it will be the main heating system for the stellarator W7-X which is currently under construction and it will play a major role in the ITER tokamak. In particular, advanced tokamaks are and will be operated in plasma regimes where MHD instabilities are probably limiting the performance. To a large extent the stability in a tokamak is influenced by the distribution of the internal plasma currents.
which can be manipulated by the injection of RF waves. The location of the absorption of RF waves with the angular frequency \( \omega \) is dependent on the resonance condition \( \omega - k_z v_z = \omega_c \) \( (k_z: \text{axial(z)-component of the wave number, } v_z: \text{electron velocity along z-axis}) \). Thus, by changing the wave frequency \( \omega \) the absorption can be moved to any radial position where the local cyclotron frequency of the electrons \( \omega_c \) holds for the expression above.

Today, fusion gyrotrons in the relevant frequency range (between 100 GHz up to 300 GHz (for future devices)) with an output power of minimum 1 MW are designed for fixed frequency operation. Future frequency tunability will require additional optimization of all the major gyrotron components, the electron beam forming optics, the interaction cavity, the quasi-optical mode converter, the RF output window and, finally, the collector.

For experiments on plasma stabilization at ASDEX Upgrade (IPP Garching) with advanced ECRH and ECCD, step-frequency tunable (105 – 143 GHz) 1 MW gyrotrons operating at continuous-wave are strongly requested.

In 2012, major progress has been made in the Brewster angle window technology and in the performance of the gyrotron operation at KIT.

**CVD diamond Brewster window development**

For 2012 it was planned to introduce the already brazed CVD diamond window into the housing and to perform an experimental study with a new window using the step tunable gyrotron.

The housing for the new window was designed and produced. But, vacuum tests of the window have shown vacuum tightness only on one side of the brazing. Therefore, that vacuum tight side was used as the inner one.

The copper cuffs of the diamond window were welded using electron beam welding technology to the housing. After successful UHV tests the window was prepared for the installation into the gyrotron.

**Low power measurements with new CVD diamond Brewster window**

Before installation into the gyrotron, “cold” tests with the full set of quasi-optical system were done, using a vector network analyzer.

Earlier tests using a quartz Brewster window did show, that the spatial distribution of the power in the output beam has multiple maxima, and, as a consequence, a low Fundamental Gaussian Mode Content (FGMC). Related measurements of the multiple maxima had been done using a thermo-imaging camera. As the reason for this beam deterioration the quartz Brewster window itself was suspected. Careful inspection of the surface of the window revealed traces of damages, probably due to overheating. It has been concluded that the inhomogeneity of the window surface disturbs the phase front of the beam and introduces higher order Hermite–Gaussian modes in the field distribution. To compare these results with the results using the diamond window comparative measurements of the quasi-optical system equipped with the quartz Brewster window, the new CVD diamond Brewster window and without window have been performed. In Fig. 2 the power distributions measured with the two types of Brewster windows (quartz and CVD-diamond) and without window are shown. As can be seen, the distribution of the RF power measured after the quartz Brewster window shows multiple maxima. It strongly deviates from the expected Gaussian distribution. This is in agreement with experimental measurements performed earlier using the step tunable gyrotron. In contrary to these results, the RF power distribution measured using the CVD-diamond window, as well as without window show the expected single peak distribution.
The measurements using the CVD-diamond Brewster window demonstrated a significant improvement in the Fundamental Gaussian Mode Content (FGMC). A first analysis showed that the values of FGMC are in accordance with the original designed values, which had been verified by numerical simulations using the “Surf3d” code package.

The FGMC measured for the modes TE\textsubscript{20,7} and TE\textsubscript{22,8} are in excellent agreement with the predicted values, while for TE\textsubscript{23,8} the FGNC is even bit better. The quasi-optical system was not projected for TE\textsubscript{24,9}, TE\textsubscript{25,9} and TE\textsubscript{26,9}, therefore, it has been expected that the beam properties and the final FGMC values are lower in comparison with the operating modes TE\textsubscript{20,7}, TE\textsubscript{22,8}, TE\textsubscript{23,8}. For these modes the QOS had been optimized. The measured intensity of the spatial distributions of the RF power measured with a thermo-imaging camera are shown in the next figure, the picture shows, the profiles from non-optimized modes show larger contribution from side lobes.

The RF power measurements showed that the gyrotron is capable of producing up to 1.3 MW RF output power in short-pulses. Measurements with beam currents above 50 A were not performed because of the limitation of the power supply used for heating. The transmission of the RF output power through the window was possible without any problem. As an example, see the next figure shows the dependencies of the RF output power on the beam current for TE\textsubscript{22,8} and TE\textsubscript{23,8} modes.

The next table shows the dependencies of the RF power and the gyrotron efficiency for a number of experimentally studied modes from the beam current.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Frequency, [GHz]</th>
<th>Measured FGMC, %</th>
<th>Projected FGMC, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{20,7}</td>
<td>124.1</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{22,8}</td>
<td>140.1</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{23,8}</td>
<td>143.3</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{24,9}</td>
<td>158.92</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{25,9}</td>
<td>159.2</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE\textsubscript{26,9}</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operation of the gyrotron was accompanied by the appearance of parasitic low frequency (LF) oscillations in the region 105 MHz, which was observed in the earlier set-up already. It is assumed, that those parasitics occur due to the oscillation of space charges in the electron beam. In order to get rid of that oscillations, the optimization of electron optics magnetron injection gun would be required.
Output power and cathode voltage as a function of applied beam steering: a) – steering in X-direction, b) – steering in Y-direction.

The measured data have a practical application for the development of gyrotrons, because from this data one can obtain an acceptable range of tolerances of the production. This study suggests that the setup of gyrotron in cryostat have to be equipped with X-Y table for an adjustment in the lateral direction perpendicularly to the gyrotron axis.

Development of a new code for numerical simulation of gyrotron performance

A self-consistent time-dependent multimode code with particles has been developed to simulate the interaction in a gyrotron (GyroDyne). The motion of particles is calculated from first principles; therefore the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field in the resonator region and various beam imperfections can be easily taken into account. The code is based on a model in which the transverse dependence of the radiation field is expanded in a set of waveguide modes. In contrast to standard models based on a such approach, like SELFT, the numbers of assumption to speed up of calculations are removed from the treatment. The code is already used in the design of a technological second harmonic 28 GHz gyrotron.

The code is applied to simulate the power output for various beam shifts. In total 8 modes were taken into account in simulation: TE_{22,8}^+, TE_{21,8}^+, TE_{23,8}^+, TE_{19,9}^+, because the frequencies corresponding to oscillations at these cavity modes with such indices were observed in the experiment.

The beam parameters used in simulation are the following: pitch factor 1.3, beam current 40A, no spread of velocity and energy is used.

The next Figure shows the numerical simulation of more steep decay of the power with beam shift in contrast to the experiment. This can be explained by the fact that in the numerical simulation idealized particle beam was used. New numerical simulation are under way where the spread of the guiding center of particles is introduced in addition to the expected spread of velocity and energy, or in other words, to use thicker, more realistic, annular beam.

Further improvements of the code are under way.

Measurement system development for investigation of undesired transient spectral effects in gyrotrons

The field of spectral measurement techniques for gyrotrons has gained interest in the scientific gyrotron community and has also undergone substantial developments throughout the last years. Main focus are parasitic oscillations, but with increasing possibilities other effects like modulation phenomena and mode switching also get into focus.

In last year’s report, an early prototype of a new measurement system capable of analyzing the gyrotron’s output spectrum for transient effects with a high bandwidth and dynamic range was presented. Throughout the year 2012, the system was continuously developed further and in parallel allowed for the documentation and investigation of highly interesting phenomena.

As depicted in the first figure, the new system is utilizing a fast digital oscilloscope, receiving a downmixed time domain signal with bandwidths exceeding 3 GHz. This permits the calculation of instantaneous spectra, and with a special dual-receiver technique, undesired mixing signals can be safely excluded while actually increasing the usable bandwidth. This is done through a signal post-processing chain, in which the IF spectrograms S1 and S2 are used to reconstruct the original RF data RLSI, RHSI. Through this, the system gains the almost unique feature of unambiguous RF frequency measurement despite receiving in a harmonic-mixer heterodyne setup.

The second figure shows the direct observation of a mode jump, which occurred during the operation of a W7-X gyrotron close to the edge of the stability area of nominal mode TE22,8.

The aforementioned modulation effects can be observed in figure, where alternating modulation patterns in the multiple-MHz range are clearly present.

Second figure: Measurement example of spectrum versus time. It can be seen in the waterfall plot that, after a stable operation with TE_{28,8} at 140.25 GHz, a destabilization and diminuation of the nominal mode occurs, which is accompanied by the start of the azimuthal neighbour mode TE_{27,8} around 137.45 GHz. The example is zoomed for presentation, while the total frequency span of the measurement covers ~7GHz.
Measurement example (see thermocamera profile) of transient modulation during operation with TE27,8. In the spectrogram (left), the highly transient nature of the modulation effect is clearly visible. Instantaneous spectra at two different time positions (A, B) illustrate the strong changes in the modulation pattern.

Hardware setup and data flow in new measurement system. From each of the detected time signals $A_i(t)$, through short-time Fourier transform (STFT), an independent IF spectrogram $S_{i,k}(f)$ is created. Through the utilization of the dual-channel arrangement, the unambiguous RF spectrograms $R_{LS,I,k}(f)$ and $R_{HS,I,k}(f)$ can be obtained.

Measurement example of spectrum versus time. It can be seen in the waterfall plot that, after a stable operation with TE28,8 at 140.25 GHz, a destabilization and diminuation of the nominal mode occurs, which is accompanied by the start of the azimuthal neighbour mode TE27,8 around 137.45 GHz. The example is zoomed for presentation, while the total frequency span of the measurement covers ~7GHz.

Measurement example of transient modulation during operation with TE27,8. In the spectrogram (left), the highly transient nature of the modulation effect is clearly visible. Instantaneous spectra at two different time positions (A, B) illustrate the strong changes in modulation pattern.
Simulations on start-up and parasitic modes analysis in a TE\(_{12}\) cavity resonator

In order to evaluate a new type of controlled-porosity reservoir emitter, a 10kW/28GHz gyrotron has been designed. Initially, a self-consistent single-mode code was used to optimize the cavity. Two modes were selected at the second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency: TE\(_{1,2}\) with the cavity radius 9.08 mm and beam radius 3.13 mm and TE\(_{3,1}\) with the cavity radius 7.16 mm and the same beam radius as for the TE\(_{1,2}\) mode. The main competing mode is the TE\(_{1,1}\) mode on the first harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. In order to suppress the excitation of this mode, a proper profile of the magnetic field had to be chosen. As a first assumption we took a constant magnetic field along the cavity profile. The fig. 1 shows the efficiency versus magnetic field calculated with the self-consistent single-mode code for the TE\(_{1,1}\) (first harmonic) and TE\(_{1,2}\) (second harmonic) modes. One can see that from B=0.424 T there is a transition from TE\(_{1,1}\) forward wave, to the backward wave. In addition, one can see that at the region of the TE\(_{1,2}\) generation there is also the presence of a TE\(_{1,1}\) backward wave. The introduction of the non-uniform magnetic field restricts the excitation zone of the mode TE\(_{1,1}\) and the mode TE\(_{1,1}\) is not exited at magnetic fields for which the the TE\(_{1,2}\) mode is excited. In contrast to the TE\(_{1,2}\) interaction simulations, calculations of the TE\(_{3,1}\) cavity showed that the non-uniform magnetic field does not help to suppress the TE\(_{1,1}\) mode.

For multi-mode non-stationary start-up calculations of the gyrotron resonator, the, highly flexible, high-order HALO-PIC code was used. This work and its results represent a new frontier in the exploitation of HALO-PIC potential: conceived as research code Using the HALO-PIC code the TE\(_{1,2}\) cavity was discretized by splitting in ~32000 tetrahedrons, the field and particle solvers are set to an 4th order of approximation and the calculations were performed on 128 processors. The results presented in the last figure show the B\(_z\) pattern at 150 ns, corresponding to a beam energy of 20 keV. In these simulations it was shown that for the cavity with TE\(_{3,1}\) operating mode it is not possible to avoid the generation of the parasitic mode TE\(_{1,1}\) on the first harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. For the cavity with the TE\(_{1,2}\) main mode, simulations with uniform magnetic field showed the excitation of the parasitic mode TE\(_{1,1}\). Simulations for non-uniform magnetic field are in progress.

dependence of the efficiency for the modes TE\(_{1,1}\) and TE\(_{1,2}\) vs. maximum value of the magnetic field, in the case of (a) constant magnetic field; (b) non-uniform magnetic field.

Launcher Handling Test Facility (LHT) development in 2012

The EC H&CD Upper Launcher features some very complex components of which particular ones require basic research and analysis in terms of manufacturing, operation ability and reliability. Therefore a Launcher Handling and Test facility (LHT) is built up and nearly finished in 2012 by financing of German BMFB at KIT which provides an infrastructure for testing of prototypes and launcher components to validate the results from engineering analysis and numerical simulations. Also strategies for acceptance testing can be developed and will be used as an input to procurement, manufacturing, testing and delivery to ITER.

The LHT provides a full scale experimental site with a cooling loop providing water with ITER cooling parameters for several operation scenarios and also bake out conditions. Also the vacuum conditions in the ITER Torus can be mimicked. For analysis and validation a wide range of experimental data can be recorded by various diagnostic systems.

The LHT has a multi-purpose rack for fast installation of the prototypes and an extensive control and Data Acquisition unit (CDDAC). Variable protective walls enable safe testing of critical scenarios. All plant components and diagnostics can be controlled and observed from a central switch room. The LHT is arranged as a two-level plant with a total floor space of about 130 square meters.

The LHT cooling circuit offers a wide range of scenarios of the ITER PHTS (Primary Heat Transfer System). Standard operation conditions can be simulated as well as the baking procedure and also particular incidents. The temperature range is from ambient temperature up to 240°C. A water pressure of up to 45 bar can be applied and the maximum flow rate is up to 6 kg/s.
Therefore it is provided with a heater, chillers, pumps, a storage tank and heat exchangers. Numerous valves allow dedicated water flow for individual simulations. All operations can be controlled from the central switch room.

To guarantee realistic test scenarios, a circular stainless steel chamber with a volume of ca. 6 m³ allows testing of typical structural components of up to 2.5 tons under ITER vacuum conditions down to $10^{-9}$ mbar. The chamber is integrated into the cooling circuit and equipped with feed-throughs and windows for all relevant diagnostic systems.

4 pumps in total as well as racks and a slide system inside the vacuum chamber allow fast and easy setup of the system for tests under realistic conditions.
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– Conditioning of Biomass by Pulsed Power Techniques –

For expanding experimental capabilities, microalgae cultivation capacity was increased by a second 26 ltr annular photobioreactor (PBR). Also, in collaboration with IBLT/BVT, a 1000 ltr flat panel PBR to be installed at the greenhouse area of IHM has been designed.

For optimizing downstream processing a detailed study on the lipid yield by ethanolic extraction after PEF treatment was performed after refinement of the biochemical and gravimetric diagnostic methods. A 4-fold increase in lipid extraction yield after PEF treatment could be revealed in average. Solvent extraction efficiency at appropriate treatment energy values was close to 100%. Special emphasis was laid on the extraction from wet biomass, since energy consumption for PEF treatment is low compared to the energy needed in conventional lipid extraction for drying and cell disruption. Furthermore, PEF-processing of microalgae allows for selective extraction of water-soluble components and lipids. In addition to saving processing energy, this may open new processing possibilities for microalgae fractioning.

Nanosecond pulse exposition has been shown to stimulate growth of microalgae cultures. At current state of work an average increase of 10-20% in biomass yield could be achieved by nsPEF-treatment.

**Construction and Refinement of a Laboratory Photobioreactor**

At KIT, several institutes focus on algae research. The complete chain of use of algae as an energy source, from reactor development to solid-liquid separation and cell disintegration by electroproportion to accompanying systems analysis, is covered. At present, institutes involved in algae research are the Bioprocess Engineering Section of the Institute for Process Engineering in Life Sciences, the Microalgae Working Group of the Institute for Technology
Assessment and Systems Analysis (ITAS), and the Bioelectrics Group of the Institute for Pulsed Power and Microwave Technology (IHM).

The algae research at the KIT was presented at the Hannover Messe 2012. For this reason a laboratory photobioreactor PBR was exhibited at the main KIT stand. The reactor had been constructed by IHM. It is an improved copy of a PBR already used for the production of biomass in the IHM laboratory. Like the first PBR, the new one is an annular airlift reactor of 26 litres volume. It can be aerated with CO₂ and air. The pH value, temperature, and gas supply can be controlled. The reactor can be cleaned and sterilized in place. After the exhibition the reactor was transferred to the IHM laboratory and adapted to infrastructure and control. With both reactors now it is possible to grow algae under controlled conditions, leading to defined algae biomass, necessary for the pulsed electric field (PEF) treatment experiments.

Since the reactors are only suitable for indoor application they are fitted with illumination devices. The first reactor is illuminated by six fluorescence lamps that supply the reactor with a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) of about 600 µE/m²/s. The PAR is the photon flux density in the photosynthetic active wavelength range (400 – 700 nm). Since this radiation is not strong enough for high density cultivations, a new illumination device was developed at IHM. It consists of warm white LEDs with a luminous colour of 4500 – 4700 K. Several LEDs are joined to strips and ten LED strips are arranged around the photobioreactor. In order to have a more uniform light distribution at the surface of the photobioreactor, the light is guided by reflectors. The LEDs can be dimmed and the maximum electric input power of the device is 1150 W leading to a maximum PAR of 1030 µE/m²/s. This radiation has been found to be sufficient for the illumination of a PBR and it is half of the PAR of a sunny summer day at noon (2000 µE/m²/s).

The algae research at the KIT was presented at the Hannover Messe 2012. For this reason a laboratory photobioreactor PBR was exhibited at the main KIT stand. The reactor had been constructed by IHM. It is an improved copy of a PBR already used for the production of biomass in the IHM laboratory. Like the first PBR, the new one is an annular airlift reactor of 26 litres volume. It can be aerated with CO₂ and air. The pH value, temperature, and gas supply can be controlled. The reactor can be cleaned and sterilized in place. After the exhibition the reactor was transferred to the IHM laboratory and adapted to infrastructure and control. With both reactors now it is possible to grow algae under controlled conditions, leading to defined algae biomass, necessary for the pulsed electric field (PEF) treatment experiments.

Since the reactors are only suitable for indoor application they are fitted with illumination devices. The first reactor is illuminated by six fluorescence lamps that supply the reactor with a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) of about 600 µE/m²/s. The PAR is the photon flux density in the photosynthetic active wavelength range (400 – 700 nm). Since this radiation is not strong enough for high density cultivations, a new illumination device was developed at IHM. It consists of warm white LEDs with a luminous colour of 4500 – 4700 K. Several LEDs are joined to strips and ten LED strips are arranged around the photobioreactor. In order to have a more uniform light distribution at the surface of the photobioreactor, the light is guided by reflectors. The LEDs can be dimmed and the maximum electric input power of the device is 1150 W leading to a maximum PAR of 1030 µE/m²/s. This radiation has been found to be sufficient for the illumination of a PBR and it is half of the PAR of a sunny summer day at noon (2000 µE/m²/s).

The establishment and refinement of the Sulfo-Phospho-Vanillin-Reaction within the last two years demonstrated a notable potential of PEF-extraction of lipids from microalgae. This analytical method proved to be very suitable for determination of the lipid content in solvent extracts in screening experiments. On the other hand, the daily working routine revealed some disadvantages of the procedure.

Up to now the development of the reactor design is finished and most of the parts necessary for its assembling have been purchased.

**Pulsed Electric Field (PEF) Assisted Extraction of Lipids from Microalgae**

The formation of the oil-content-indicating vanillin complex depends on the existence of C=C double bonds of unsaturated fatty acids. The analysis procedure also requires calibration with an oil standard. A commonly used standard is olive oil, which does not necessarily contain the same amount of double bonds like algal lipids. To make sure that the results obtained with the SPV method actually reflect the lipid yield of the extraction, we developed a gravimetrical analysis procedure. Gravimetric methods of lipid diagnostics require longer processing times and a comparable large amount of biomass per sample but deliver precise results if conducted properly. The experiments were done with 1 g of freeze dried microalgae biomass (Auxenochlorella protothecoides), using 70% ethanol as solvent. After the extraction process, a biphasic solvent system with hexane as major solvent was formed and the crude lipids were transferred into the hexanic phase. After several purification steps, the solvent was
evaporated by a nitrogen gas stream and the residual algae oil was weighed.

The comparison shows that both methods, the gravimetric analysis and the SPV-test, lead to a graph with a very similar shape. In both methods, the application of PEF energy of 50 kJ/kg suspension shows no effect on lipid yield. The increase in amount of extracted lipids at a specific energy of 100 kJ/kg and higher also can be observed with both analytic methods.

Comparison SPV and gravimetry: Lipid yield from 1 g of freeze-dried biomass, determined by gravimetrical analysis and SPV-test, respectively. Results for SPV-test are given in arbitrary units.

Our results indicate that the Sulfo-Phospho-Vanillin method is well suited for rapid screening of the lipid content in solvent extracts but less suitable for a precise quantification.

In successive studies we determined the influence of treatment energy on lipid yield. Results for two different cultivations are displayed in the following figure. The lipid yield exhibits a strong dependency on the applied treatment energy. Without application of PEFs, the gravimetrically determined lipid content of the algae biomass varies between 25 and 65 mg. At 50 kJ/kg no effect of PEF treatment on lipid yield could be detected. An onset of increase in lipid yield between 70 and 100 kJ/kg, and finally maximum yield and saturation at 150 kJ/kg, and higher was observed. The maximum lipid yield of 150-200 mg show that the lipid content of the algae is in the range of 20% of drymass. This is within the scope usually reported for Chlorella type algae. The differences between the cultivations reflect the variations of the biological raw material. Contrary, for a single cultivation and for each set of electrical parameters, the variation between the data points is very small. This proves the low systematic error of the gravimetric lipid quantification method.

Dry route, gravimetric / SPV

Comparison of wet and dry processing: Lipid yields from 1 g freeze dried and 10 ml wet microalgae biomass, determined with gravimetrical analysis

PEF treatment at high energy levels (150 kJ/kg) increases lipid yield 2 to 6 fold. These results indicate clearly, that PEF treatment significantly improves the extraction process, most probable caused by a more effective access of ethanol into the cell interior. PEF treatment is also known to improve the release of intracellular water from the cells. Less intracellular water promotes a sufficient high intracellular ethanol concentration for effective lipid extraction.

Comparison of wet and dry processing;

Comparison of wet and dry processing: Lipid yields from 1 g freeze dried and 10 ml wet microalgae biomass, determined with gravimetrical analysis

PEF treatment can also increase the lipid yield of ethanolic extractions from wet microalgae slurry without previous (freeze-) drying. For wet-route processing, pure ethanol was added to the wet microalgae slurry. In the wet extraction process, the lipid yield was more than 3 times higher for PEF-treated algae. We consider this finding very important for future microalgae processing. The wet extraction of lipids from PEF-treated biomass promises economic lipid production, since the energy requirements for PEF-treatment, 1.5 MJ/kgdw, are low compared to the savings in drying energy which are 7 MJ/kgdw in minimum.

Whether or not wet-route solvent extraction in general delivers higher extraction rates cannot be assessed at the current state of work. This needs further statistical verification of the results acquired so far.

Stimulation of algal growth by nanosecond pulsed electric field (nsPEF) treatment

Due to their ability to accumulate considerable amounts of triglycerides, microalgae are considered as the most promising future biomass feedstock for oil production. Pulsed Electric Field (PEF) technology is a low cost process that can be applied to algae suspensions. This treatment is affecting the external membrane of algae cells, increasing the availability of intracellular materials in downstream separation and extraction.

Apart from affecting the membrane, nanosecond Pulsed Electric Fields (nsPEF) can induce growth stimulation on plants and fungi, as we have shown in previous work. In the frame of this study, supported by the Baden-Württemberg Foundation, we try to transpose such growth stimulation process on microalgae in suspension to increase the cultivation yields in order to reduce biomass production costs.

Design of the experimental setup and assessment of diagnostic conditions for a systematic parameter study

Since PEF-treatment of inoculum didn’t result in accelerated algae growth, the continuous optical density measurement setup was extended by a continuous flow PEF treatment cell operating in bypass. Optical density measurement of cell culture growth revealed to be a very sensitive diagnostic tool.
for determination of the algae growth and algae lethality exposed to PEF treatments.

At first approach, the lethal pulse parameters of PEF treatment of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algae suspension were determined by monitoring the optical density over the entire cultivation time. In order to treat the algae suspension a transmission line pulse generator providing high treatment field strength was applied. It delivers square pulses with a voltage amplitude between 8 and 20 kV and a pulse duration between 10 ns and 10 µs. To vary the energy of the PEF treatment the treatment time (15 – 180 min) and the pulse duration (25 – 400 ns) were changed whereas the field intensity and the frequency were kept constant at 40 kV/cm and 2.5 Hz, respectively.

We found that the optical density of the C. reinhardtii suspension drops after PEF exposure and that the extent of this drop is related to the energy dose. Furthermore, the cells recovered slower when the cell suspension was treated with higher dose. As a first important result we found that a 30 min long PEF treatment at field strength of 40 kV/cm and pulse duration of 25 ns doesn’t affect C. reinhardtii growth. In this case the specific energy dose was 1.4 kJ/kg. PEF treatments at specific treatment energies below this limit were considered to be non-lethal.

To ensure that algae growth stimulation induced by nsPEF in combination with the hormone is a universal effect a second algae species, Chlorella vulgaris has been considered. In the following, the algal lethality of C. vulgaris was evaluated by the same procedure as described before. The nsPEF treatment of C. vulgaris was performed around 20 h after inoculation corresponding to the starting point of the exponential growing phase. We found that the conditions leading to lethal effect of nsPEF treatment on C. vulgaris were very similar to that observed with C. reinhardtii, as shown in the diagram. The specific non-lethal nsPEF dose for C. vulgaris was also below 1.4 kJ/kg. However C. vulgaris recovers faster and the optical density drop observed directly after PEF treatment was lower. One explanation is that C. reinhardtii is more sensitive to nsPEF treatment than C. vulgaris and also that the induced effects are of different extent depending on the cell species.

**Improvement of the experimental efficiency**

The existing experimental procedure was limited to one essay per week, due to the number of spectrometers which were available. An option to increase the number of experiments was to use transmission probes, connected in parallel, instead of continuous flow cuvettes for OD-measurement. These transmission probes are designed for immersion into solutions and allow measuring the OD directly in the cultivation flasks. Hence a multiplexer which distributes the light from each probe to a single spectrometer was purchased and integrated into the experimental setup. The synchronization of the probes and data acquisition was performed with the LabView software.
In summary, the experimental and diagnostic conditions for efficient systematic parameter studies considerably have been improved. The lethal dose for two different algae species was determined by means of optical density measurements. We found that nsPEF treatment in presence of a hormone increases the biomass yield up to 1.3 fold, so far. Future investigations will focus on alternative algae species.

Monitoring of pulsed electric field induced abiotic stress on microalgae by chlorophyll fluorescence diagnostic

One focus of the work performed in 2012, was layed on stress monitoring of PEF treated microalgae. This subject is of great interest, when the PEF-processed organism must not be killed or even severely harmed, e.g. for soft extraction or growth stimulation.

One possibility to assess green microalgae vitality is to measure the chlorophyll fluorescence emitted from the chloroplasts.

The energy introduced by incident light and captured by the antennae of the photosystem (PS) II light harvesting centers (LHC) of the chlorophyll a molecule, can be converted along three pathways: 1. Photochemical conversion inside the PS II reaction centres (RC) → photochemical quenching (PQ), 2. Dissipation as heat → non photochemical quenching (NPQ) and, 3. Excitation of chlorophyll fluorescence. The required fluorescence parameters $F_0$ (minimal chlorophyll fluorescence) and $F_m$ (maximal chlorophyll fluorescence) were determined by a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) measuring device, using the saturation pulse method. The measuring system is equipped with an internal light source for fluorescence excitation, together with an integrated PIN photodiode, which determines the emitted chlorophyll fluorescence. The above mentioned parameters allow to calculate the maximum photochemical quantum yield of photosystem II (PS II): $F_{v/Fm} = (F_{m}-F_{0})/F_{m}$.

$F_{v/Fm}$ is a measure for the vitality status of green plants and microalgae, too. For this reason $F_{v/Fm}$ serves as benchmark for the stress level of microalgae in this investigation.

To reveal the influence of PEF-stress on microalgae, specimen of Aphanizomenon flos-aquae (A. protothecoides) were exposed to electrical pulses of two different pulse lengths ($t_{Imp} = 100 / 1000 \text{ ns}$), with constant electric field $E_{Cuv} = 40 \text{ kV/cm}$. The applied specific energy was varied from $W_{spec} = 2 - 78 \text{ kJ/kg}$ for 100 ns pulses and between $2 \leq W_{spec} \leq 20 \text{ kJ/kg}$ for 1000 ns pulses, respectively.

The results from one series of experiments were normalized to the initial value of the untreated controls, in each case. Hence, all $\Delta F_{v/Fm}$ values are normalized data, too.

As clearly can be seen in the diagrams, the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II of the untreated microalgae samples remained almost constant at a high level of $F_{v/Fm} = 0.7$, throughout the observation period of 60 minutes (white symbols in the diagrams). The difference in maximum photochemical quantum yields of PS II of the control samples measured at the beginning and the end of the experiment (white symbols) is low, $\Delta F_{v/Fm} = 0.04$, indicating excellent vitality of the microalgae throughout the duration of this experiment of more than 10 hours. To distinguish between time and energy variations of the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II, initial changes immediately after PEF treatment are labeled by the index ‘i’ and changes within the observation period subsequent to PEF treatment are labeled by the index ‘o’, followed by the associated specific treatment energy value.

1) 100 ns pulses

When exposing microalgae suspensions to specific energies of $W_{spec} = 2 - 4 \text{ kJ/kg}$, no significant influence on the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II was detected (grey triangles in Fig. above). Even the application of higher treatment energies of $W_{spec} = 8 \text{ kJ/kg}$ and $W_{spec} = 16 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (see squares in Fig. above), had only a minor influence on $F_{v/Fm}$ and thus on the vitality of the microalgae. The initial $F_{v/Fm}$ values showed only very small decreases, compared to the untreated controls ($\Delta_{opt} F_{v/Fm} = 0.040$). Only in the course of the observation period a decrease of $\Delta_{opt} F_{v/Fm} = 0.113$ became obvious, with a reduction of the gradual slope down to the end (squares in Fig. above). PEF treatment with $W_{spec} = 35 \text{ kJ/kg}$ clearly showed a lower $F_{v/Fm}$ value at the beginning ($\Delta_{opt} F_{v/Fm} = 0.226$).

2) 1000 ns pulses

Microalgae exposed to 1000 ns PEFs showed a completely different behavior. No influence was visible immediately after PEF treatment with $W_{spec} = 2 - 4 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (grey triangles in Fig. below), compared to the untreated control (white symbols). But at least 20 minutes after treatment, a significant downward trend of the $F_{v/Fm}$ values became visible. The gradient of decrease was more intensive with the higher treatment energy of $W_{spec} = 4 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (inverted grey triangles in Fig. below), rather than at $W_{spec} = 2 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (grey triangles in Fig. below). Throughout the observation period of 60 minutes, a further reduction by $\Delta_{opt} F_{v/Fm} = 0.135$ could be detected, with a final value of $F_{v/Fm} = 0.638$ (bright grey circles in Fig. above). In the end this is not really too bad, taking account of the fact that some microalgae are quite healthy in this $F_{v/Fm}$-range, under certain cultivation conditions. A serious initial drop of $\Delta_{opt} F_{v/Fm} = 0.528$, with the $W_{spec} = 78 \text{ kJ/kg}$ treatment, was followed by a further decrease leading to a final value of $F_{v/Fm} = 0.312$ (Fig. above, black circles). Although the gradual slope of the $F_{v/Fm}$ values seem to reduce towards the end, no higher treatment energies were applied to the microalgae.
The results indicate that A. protothecoides are more sensitive to PEF-stress and the response of the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II was reduced, partially quite considerably, in the experiments with higher energy input (see Fig. below). During the 1000 ns experiments, the lowest energy where an initial drop of the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II could be observed was $W_{\text{spec}} = 6 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (grey diamonds in Fig. below), with a $\Delta_{\text{spec}} F_v / F_m = 0.169$. The decrease during the observed 60 minutes was similar to the $W_{\text{spec}} = 4 \text{ kJ/kg}$ experiment, $\Delta_{\text{spec}} F_v / F_m = 0.401$. The initial drop of $F_v / F_m$ at $W_{\text{spec}} = 8 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (bright grey squares in Fig. below) and $W_{\text{spec}} = 20 \text{ kJ/kg}$ (dark grey squares in Fig. below), was more pronounced. However, in the subsequent course of time the characteristic curve was less steep, compared to the curve gradient of the 100 ns pulses (see Fig. above). The $W_{\text{spec}} = 20 \text{ kJ/kg}$ experiment gave evidence of extraordinary stress to the microalgae, starting with $F_v / F_m = 0.189$ decreasing down to $F_v / F_m = 0.034$ in the end. With $\Delta_{\text{spec}} F_v / F_m = 0.811$ the $W_{\text{spec}} = 20 \text{ kJ/kg}$ experiment displayed the largest initial drop of all experiments in this investigation.

The symbols are mean±std error computed on 66 cells. The Azimuthal dependence of the relative fluorescence variation $F/F_0$: Results were obtained on DC-3F cells submitted to a 200 µs pulse of 40 kV/m, 10 µs after the onset of the field. The symbols are mean±std error computed on 66 cells. The red curve is the fit of the data with a sine function.

\[ \text{PEF treatment of } A. \text{ protothecoides: } t_{\text{imp}} = 1000 \text{ ns}, \ E = 40 \text{kV/cm} \ W_{\text{spec}} = 2 - 20 \text{ kJ/kg}. \]

The experiments show a clear and direct link between the imposed PEF-stress and the response of the maximum photochemical quantum yield of PS II. It can be summarized that the PAM device in combination with the saturation pulse method proved to be a reliable instrument to monitor PEF-stress of green microalgae.

The results indicate that A. protothecoides are more sensitive to long, rather to short PEFs, in particular at low specific treatment energies. The microalgae exposed to $t_{\text{imp}} = 1000 \text{ ns}$ pulses started with significant lower $F_v/F_m$ values, in comparison to experiments with $t_{\text{imp}} = 100 \text{ ns}$ and showed a notable faster decline over time. In summary the examined microalgae are more sensitive on PEF stress for µs-pulses compared to 100ns-pulses. This contradicts existing theories where intracellular effects, i.e. PEF impact on chloroplasts, are supposed to be more pronounced for nanosecond pulse exposure.

Transmembrane potential measurements on the mammalian cell line DC-3F

A new mammalian cell line (DC-3F, Chinese hamster lung tissue) was brought to the laboratory. The specific equipment for mammalian cells culture was acquired and the cultivation protocol was established.
The comparison of the results on the DC-3F cell line with the results previously acquired on tobacco protoplast cells will allow testing the specificity of transmembrane modulation with respect to cell diameter, membrane composition and resting transmembrane potential. Moreover the DC-3F cell line is well suited for survival assay and follow up of cell growth since it is a fast dividing and easy to clone cell line. Thus, this cell line will allow establishing a link between the transmembrane potential modulation immediately induced by electric pulses and secondary effects such as membrane permeabilisation or cell death.

The ability to detect small signal also implies that it is possible to detect the minimum field strength which induces a modification of the membrane such as a conductivity increase. Indeed, a stable fluorescence signal can be interpreted as an unaffected membrane from the conductivity point of view. Only very low voltages on the membrane (and thus low fluorescence variations) can leave the membrane intact. Our current results indicate that a field value of 40 kV/m is low enough to leave the membrane of DC-3F cells intact for at least 50 µs. BY2 protoplasts which is another cell type commonly used in the laboratory appears to be more sensitive. Indeed, a field twice lower (20 kV/m) already induces a modification in the membrane of the protoplasts after 10 µs. Additional experiments are currently being performed with pulses of different length in order to give more precise values of threshold for different pulse length.

Properties of field-induced pores in tobacco culture cells

Establishment of the whole cell configuration of the patch clamp technique (see text).

By applying the patch clamp technique in the whole cell configuration, a low-resistance electrical contact with the cell interior is established via a fine-tipped glass microcapillary that contains an Ag/AgCl electrode and is filled with electrolyte solution. To this end, the microcapillary is positioned on the cell surface, and a membrane ‘patch’ is aspired into the tip by applying gentle underpressure. When the membrane firmly attaches to the glass surface, a gigaohm resistance (‘gigaseal’) is obtained that minimizes currents by-passing the cell. Application of a brief underpressure pulse leads to mechanical breaking of the membrane patch encircled by the capillary tip and, in turn, to an establishment of the whole cell configuration. Administration of brief hyperpolarizing and depolarizing voltage pulses and registration of the respective current response allows, among other things, to precisely assess the threshold membrane voltage for electroporation (i.e. minimum polarization of the membrane required to initiate pore formation).

Current response to a sequence of three 10-ms voltage pulses (see individual trans-membrane voltage at the end of each trace; holding potential between pulses: 0 mV) imposed within a few seconds on the same BY-2 protoplast clamped in the whole cell configuration. At -100 mV the current remained constant after relaxation of negative-going capacitive current spikes (indicated by c), whereas at -375 mV inward current increased again with time due to the formation of field-induced membrane pores. Note that top and bottom current traces recorded within seconds before and after membrane electroporation are nearly identical, indicating that pores deactivate rapidly, and membrane integrity is restored within 9 seconds separating pulse 2 and pulse 3.

Experiments reported here were performed on protoplasts prepared from the tobacco cell line ‘bright yellow-2’ (BY-2). When the cellular membrane is charged beyond threshold voltages for a few ms, an immediate, ~50-fold increase in membrane conductance is observed. Interestingly, within a few seconds after the field pulse the initial status of the membrane was restored and field-induced pores vanished.

In order to investigate which ions carry the large currents recorded in the electroporated state of the plasma membrane, so-called voltage ramp protocols were imposed on cells in the whole cell patch clamp configuration. From these measurements the reversal potential, i.e. the voltage at which no net current is passing through the pores, can be inferred. The voltage protocol was as follows: The membrane was clamped for 10 ms either to a command voltage of -600 mV to establish the electroporated state of the plasma membrane, or to a voltage that would not induce pore formation (-100 mV or -150 mV). The latter treatment served as a control. Subsequently, the command voltage was rapidly changed at a rate of 40 mV/ms. From the current response to the voltage ramp protocol, current-voltage scans of the cell in the electroporated state and in the absence of field induced pores were obtained and superimposed in one plot. The difference of the two IV curves was ascribed to the contribution of field-induced pores, and the voltage at which both curves intersected (the ‘intersection potential’) was taken as the reversal potential of currents passing through these pores.
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**Graph of Current vs. Trans-membrane voltage drop**
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Current-voltage curves obtained from ramp protocols (for details see text) with either 250 mM K+ (top) or Li+ (bottom) in the pipette medium and 12.5 mM K+ in the bath. Voltage ramps were obtained before electroporation (grey traces) and in the electroporated state (black traces). The intersection potential indicating the reversal potential of currents passing through field-induced pores is denoted by arrows. Substituting Li+ for K+ in the cell leads to a negative shift of the intersection potential, indicating that the cellular membrane is more permeable to Li+ than to K+.

Previous work had shown that when an electrolyte gradient was imposed on the membrane, the intersection potential deviated from zero mV and was closer to the Nernst potential of cations (e.g. K+) than those of anions (e.g. Cl- or gluconate-), indicating cation selectivity of field-induced pores. A higher permeability of the porated membrane to K+ compared to the organic cations Tetraethylamonium+ and Tetrabutylammonium+ had demonstrated that cation size matters.

However, the data did not provide a clue whether selectivity was related to the ionic radius, or rather to the hydrodynamic radius of the cation. This was addressed by measuring the relative permeability of Li+ versus K+, since the ionic diameter of Li+ is smaller than that of K+ (0.12 versus 0.27 nm) whereas the hydrodynamic radius is larger due to the large hydration shell surrounding this ion (0.48 versus 0.25 nm). Ramp experiments with either LiCl or KCl (250 mM) in the pipette and KCl in the bath (12.5 mM) were performed to compare the intersection potentials obtained under both conditions. Values of -39±7 mV (n=9) and -24±3 mV (n=18) could be determined with Li+ and K+ present in the pipette, respectively. With all other concentration gradients being identical, this difference indicated that pores were more permeable to Li+ than to K+. This result provides evidence that the permeability is dependent on the ionic radius rather than on the hydrodynamic radius of the cation. It appears that the hydration shell is stripped off during permeation through the pore.

Another topic of interest was the permeability of field-induced pores to Ca2+. Indirect evidence for a high Ca2+ permeability of the electroporated membrane is available from literature, but no direct measurements have been presented so far. To fill this gap, ramp experiments were performed with monovalent cations in pipette and bath being replaced by Ca2+. An example with 253 mM and 17.5 mM CaCl2 in pipette and bath respectively, is shown here. The reversal potential was -6±3 mV (n=7), i.e. slightly negative and strongly deviating from the Nernst potential of Cl- (+61 mV; calculated from Cl- activities in pipette and bath, respectively), confirming that pores are permeable to Ca2+. This is also in accordance with pores being predominantly cation-selective.

The NIMEP project – The Non Invasive Microfluidic Electrophysiology Platform

The basic idea of the NIMEP technique is to measure current-voltage relations of individual spherical cells by imposing an external electrical field on a single cell. The current forced through the cell is measured with external electrodes, whereas the voltage drop across the membrane is recorded fluorimetrically by staining the cells with the voltage-sensitive dye ANNINE-6. To this end, the cell is entrapped in a conically formed borehole of a microfluidic structure. This method was patented in 2012 by KIT (patent No. EP 2302375 B1, “Method and device for recording the current voltage curve of a cell”, assigned 12.9.12). Moreover, a ratiometric method was established to measure membrane potentials of tobacco culture cells in the physiological voltage range. Progress could also be made with respect to the design of microfluidic structures to handle and position the cells for NIMEP measurements.
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Safety Research for Nuclear Reactors

– Corrosion and Wear Protection for New Reactor Technologies –

To guarantee reliable future electricity supply new types of nuclear reactors are investigated in the frame of GEN IV. The development of technologies required for the safety of fast heavy metal cooled reactors like the Lead Fast Reactor (LFR) is the core area of the work performed at KIT. Especially the development of advanced materials e.g. ODS steels and the investigation and improvements of their compatibility with the proposed coolants are in the focus of this work.

Aim of the institute’s contribution is the development of corrosion barriers to improve the compatibility of new structural materials with liquid Pb or PbBi. Pulsed large area electron beams (GESAl process) are used to modify surfaces such that they satisfy the demands of their targeted environment. Corrosion test facilities for specimen exposure under relevant conditions and for combined loads like fretting or erosion together with corrosion are developed, built and used at the IHM. The conditioning and control of the required oxygen level in the liquid metal is an additional task of the work.

The entire activity is integrated in European and international projects and cooperation, e.g. LEADER, GETMAT, ESFR.

The ELSY project was finished in 2010 and a follow-up project for the development of a Pb cooled fast demonstration reactor LEADER was started in the FP7 frame. The main tasks there are the transfer of the GESA FeCrAl process developed for fuel claddings to heat exchanger geometry,
continuing the investigation of candidate pump materials and to
develop oxygen control and purification strategies for a real
reactor. In the ESFR project (development of a fast Na cooled
European reactor) ideas to engineer Co-free wear resistant
coatings were started and will be continued. In the GETMAT
project four different tasks have to be fulfilled: corrosion
stability of ODS, T91 and mixed welds in Pb; procurement of
12Cr ODS steel bought in Japan, improvement of GESA
FeCrAlY process and fretting investigation of fuel clad
materials in Pb environment.

The most important results obtained in the reporting period
are briefly presented:

Definition of the stability domain of the alumina, grown
as protective scale on Fe-Cr-Al-base model alloys during
their exposure to oxygen-containing (10^4 wt. %) molten
lead, in the temperature range 400 - 600 °C:

Fe-Cr-Al alloys are of large interest for practical applications
at high-temperatures in reactive environments, thanks to their
corrosion resistance, which is due to the formation of an
alumina protective scale at the surface. In the energy
production industry this alloy system is proposed to be used
either as coatings or as bulk oxide-dispersed strengthened
steels in the advanced CO2-free systems using, as working
fluid, a heavy liquid metal – HLM – (e.g. Pb, Pb-alloys).

Our objective was to define the minimum Al content for the
formation of an alumina scale as corrosion barrier on Fe-rich,
Fe-Cr-Al-base alloys during their exposure to oxygen (10^4
wt%) containing lead at 400, 500 and 600°C.

Based on the state of the art oxide maps concerning oxidation
behaviour of Fe-Cr-Al-base alloys at 800 and 1000°C in
oxygen atmosphere 10 compositions, belonging to this alloy
system, were designed in order to tap the borders of the alumina stability domain.

Eight alloys, Fe6Cr6Al, Fe6Cr8Al, Fe10Cr5Al, Fe14Cr4Al,
Fe16Cr6Al, Fe16Cr4Al, Fe10Cr7Al and Fe12Cr5Al, were found to
be protected against corrosion in oxygen containing lead,
either by a duplex layer (Fe2O3 + (Fe1-x-yCrxAl)2O3) or by
(Fe1-x-yCrxAl)2O3, depending on the temperature at which
they were exposed.

Two alloys namely Fe12Cr7Al and Fe16Cr6Al were found to
form transient aluminas, κ-Al2O3 (at 400 and 500°C) and θ-
Al2O3 (at 600°C), as protective oxide scale against corrosion
in oxygen containing lead.

An oxide map illustrating the stability domain of alumina
grown on Fe-Cr-Al- alloys when exposed to molten, oxygen
containing lead was drawn. The alumina stability domain
border shifts with lower temperatures to higher chromium and
aluminium concentrations. When (Cr12-25 wt.%), the
minimum concentration of Al required to form alumina scale
on Fe-Cr-Al alloys exposed at 400-600°C in molten Pb is:

CAl = 1.523978 – 0.80805(Cr) + 0.01561(Cr)^2 [wt%].

For the temperature range and exposure times used during
the current evaluation, the growth rate of the alumina scale
was low. No area with detached scale was observed and no
trace of α-Al2O3 was detected.

The map includes also additional points extracted from
literature and corresponding to alumina forming alloys when
exposed to HLMs, which fit very well with our findings.

Oxide "map" for the oxidation of Fe-Cr-Al-base model alloys
exposed to oxygen containing molten lead, in the
temperature range 400 – 600 °C, containing also data from
literature: line at 800 °C, line at 1000 °C (in oxygen
atmosphere), R1s, R2 and R3 (in lead and lead-bismuth,
respectively).

Welds:

In the frame of GETMAT a second run of exposure tests with
welds were conducted. Friction stir welds with and without
heat treatment, one explosive - and one electromagnetic
pulse weld were tested at 550°C in liquid lead with an oxygen
content of 10^4wt%. Exposure time was for the frictions stir
and explosive welds 1342h and for the electromagnetic pulse
weld 2131h. The friction-stir welds with and without heat
treatment showed on the entire surface a multilayered oxide
consisting of magnetite, spinel and inner oxidation zone (IOZ).
While the friction-stir welds without heat treatment show
nearly no large changes in the microstructure between the
original steel, heat affected zone (HAZ) and the weld,
the specimen with heat treatment exhibit larger grains in HAZ.
This leads to slower oxygen diffusion into the steel and
therefore to a smaller inner oxidation zone. In the case of
corrosion a better behavior due to the heat treatment is in this
case questionable. No negative effect due to the welding was
found for the explosive weld. A < 1µm thin oxide was formed
on the weld region, while the oxide layer on the original
material was around 14 µm. Specimen manufactured using
electromagnetic pulse welding have at the outer side of the
weld a gap between the end capsule and the tube. During
exposure the known oxide consisting of magnetite, spinel and
diffusion zone was growing in the gap without Pb penetration.
From previous test it is known that in small gaps Pb does not
penetrates. However, the behavior of the gap and the weld
should be tested after longer exposure times.

Friction-stir weld with heat treatment: Left: microstructure of
the 3 zones, original T91 steel, heat effected zone (HAZ) and
joining region; Right: border of HAZ and weld.
The extensive experimental campaign of fretting tests was continued for a PhD work in the frame of the GETMAT project. In particular, fretting corrosion tests in accelerated but still reactor relevant conditions (concerning temperature and oxygen content of Pb) were performed to investigate the role of the main affecting parameters, such as temperature, amplitude of the slip and applied load. Three different materials were selected among the candidate alloys for lead cooled nuclear systems, namely: Ti6Al4V steel T91, austenitic steel 15-15Ti and GESA treated T91 (after LPPS (Low Pressure Plasma Spray) of FeCrAlY powder). The interaction of the fretting process with the corrosion mechanisms occurring in liquid lead and with the protecting oxide scale/corrosion barrier required for reactor components was also matter of study. Based on the concept of fretting maps all obtained data was analysed with respect to the specific fretting coefficient. This data was then applied to prognost parameters like load and amplitude at which tolerable fretting corrosion is expected.

The experimental outcomes underline the fundamental role of the temperature in the fretting process and highlight that temperature has a remarkable influence on the fretting behaviour of the investigated alloys already after 150 hours ($5.4 \times 10^6$ cycles). As shown below, increasing the temperature from 450 to 550 °C, the volume loss increases by a factor 4, 2.2 and 1.2 for T91, 15-15Ti and GESA-T91 respectively. The temperature increase enhances significantly the fretting wear, especially for T91 and 15-15Ti, which at 550 °C, already after 150 h, are affected by 30 and 22% of fretting penetration respectively. GESA-T91 is far less susceptible to the temperature increase and the fretting penetration is only 4%.

Micrograph (LOM) after etching of the 14Cr ODS steel joint by explosive weld joining cut in rolling direction (left) and perpendicular to the rolling direction (right):

**Fretting of fuel clad materials in liquid Pb**

The presence of Ni dissolved in liquid Pb has a remarkable influence on the corrosion behavior of the friction pairs of 15-15Ti. The dissolution attack affecting the bulk material after the fretting test of 930 h at 450 °C and $10^6$ wt% of oxygen in solution is deeper and more extended in the case of the test performed in pure Pb than for the test performed in Ni-enriched Pb. In pure Pb, dissolution reaches 20-30 µm and is extended on most of the fretted surface. Conversely, in the case of the tests performed in Ni-enriched Pb, the dissolution attack is visible only in few localized places and the maximum dissolution depth is around 15-20 µm. The dissolved Ni clearly reduces the activity for dissolution and by that an improved fretting behaviour is observed.

**Volume loss for friction pairs of 15-15Ti submitted to fretting test in Ni enriched lead and in pure lead. The values of T91 are also reported for comparison. Test parameters: 75 µm, 50 N, 10 Hz, 450 °C, $10^6$ wt% O**.

The exponential law fitting the evolution of the volume loss with the temperature is due to the corrosion processes occurring in liquid Pb (oxidation and dissolution) that are diffusion dependent and hence temperature dependent according to an Arrhenius type relation. The significant increase of the T91 curve (especially at $T > 500 \, ^\circ C$) can be associated with the extensive oxidation (oxidation enhanced fretting) affecting this steel at 550 °C with $10^6$ wt% of oxygen. Composition and ferritic/martensitic structure of T91 steel together with the high temperature (550 °C) favour inwards oxygen diffusion and outward metal cations diffusion. As a result, T91 steel is affected by extensive oxidation characterised by the formation of a thick duplex oxide scale and of an internal oxidation zone. Although in the first stage of fretting the fast growing oxide scale might favour a sort of lubricating action, in the long run it likely enhances the material removal. Indeed, oxide scales are less ductile than the original alloy and the thicker the oxide scale the more considerable is this aspect. Moreover, thick oxide scales are generally unstable and tend to spall off. On the contrary, composition and austenitic microstructure of 15-15Ti steel avoid extensive oxidation (at the tested temperature and oxygen content). Up to 500 °C, the dissolution affecting 15-15Ti and the less pronounced oxidation of T91 are likely the reason behind the higher fretting susceptibility of 15-15Ti.

The clear corrosion fretting interaction is also demonstrated in experiments performed in Ni saturated Pb. Volume loss for friction pairs of 15-15Ti tested in Ni-enriched Pb is reduced, for all the exposure times, of about 50 % compared to the results achieved in pure Pb. For 15-15Ti tested in Ni-enriched Pb also the fretting depth is decreased by 54 % (from 47 to 22 µm) after 150 h and by 41 % (from 110 to 66 µm) after 930 h. Besides, friction pairs of 15-15Ti tested in Ni-enriched Pb are even less susceptible to fretting wear than T91. For example, fretting depths plotted for 15-15Ti are from 10 to 40 % lower than the ones measured for T91.

**Fretting depth (µm) vs. temperature (°C)**

Left: SEM images in BSE mode of 15-15Ti specimens after fretting tests in Pb at 450, 500 and 550 °C for 150 h. Right: Graph of fretting depth versus temperature for friction pairs of T91, 15-15Ti and GESA-T91. Test parameters: 75 µm, 50 N, 10 Hz, 10$^6$ cycles, $10^{-6}$ [O] wt%.

The presence of Ni dissolved in liquid Pb has a remarkable influence on the corrosion behavior of the friction pairs of 15-15Ti. The dissolution attack affecting the bulk material after the fretting test of 930 h at 450 °C and $10^6$ wt% of oxygen in solution is deeper and more extended in the case of the test performed in pure Pb than for the test performed in Ni-enriched Pb. In pure Pb, dissolution reaches 20-30 µm and is extended on most of the fretted surface. Conversely, in the case of the tests performed in Ni-enriched Pb, the dissolution attack is visible only in few localized places and the maximum dissolution depth is around 15-20 µm. The dissolved Ni clearly reduces the activity for dissolution and by that an improved fretting behaviour is observed.
were constituted starting from the experimental results and can be represented also in 3D fretting maps. These 3D maps change of fretting regime. For amplitudes larger than 35 µm is most likely related to a significant transition occurs for larger amplitudes. This indicates most likely a change of fretting regime. For friction pairs of T91 (black squares), 15-15Ti (red circles) and GESA-T91 (green triangles), the variation of specific wear coefficient with the amplitude is also shown above together with the curve specific wear coefficient – amplitude for fretting in normal atmosphere (grey line) and fixed applied load.

Fretting in liquid Pb can be considered as a type of fretting occurring at high temperature in lubricating conditions. As a consequence, the fretting wear regimes existing for fretting in air and lubricated fretting are applicable also to the case of fretting in molten Pb. For this reason, a curve specific wear coefficient – load for fretting in normal atmosphere with fixed imposed sliding amplitude is plotted (grey line) for comparison. Adapting this curve to fretting in molten Pb with sliding amplitude of 35 µm, it can be noticed that the experimental points seem to follow the trend proposed. The shift towards lower values of specific wear coefficient is due to the lubricating action of liquid Pb together with the different testing conditions (e.g. amplitude tested > 90 µm) and materials (only austenitic steels) of tests in air. Adapting the curve of reference (grey line) to the other imposed amplitudes (75 and 165 µm), it can be supposed that a load increase tends to bring the contact conditions towards the stick regime, where the specific wear rate (and the fretting wear) is minimized.

The understanding of the amplitude effect on the fretting process was deepened through tests carried out on all the materials under investigation with constant load (50 N) and amplitude variable between 15 and 190 µm. A general increase of fretting wear with amplitude was noticed. Such increase, as explained for fretting in air and as suggested by the variation in fretting depth and specific wear coefficient, is not merely due to an increase of the fretting affected area but must be related to change in the fretting regime. For amplitudes shorter than 35 µm, for all the materials under investigation the specific wear coefficient does not change significantly whereas a significant transition occurs for larger amplitudes. This indicates most likely a change of fretting regime roughly around 35 µm which, according to the reference curve, is supposed to be from gross slip to mixed stick-slip regime. Thus, the sudden increase of fretting wear for amplitudes larger than 35 µm is most likely related to a change of fretting regime.

The influence of amplitude and load on the fretting process can be represented also in 3D fretting maps. These 3D maps were constituted starting from the experimental results and adding to them expected values of specific wear coefficients that are qualitatively predicted according to the expected fretting regimes for friction pairs of T91, 15-15Ti and GESA-T91; full circles correspond to values experimentally measured; empty circles represent the extrapolated values based on fretting regimes interpretation. In this way, a wider overview of the wear process can be provided. In a 3D fretting map, the specific wear coefficient values for friction pairs of 15-15 Ti (red circles) and GESA-T91 (green circles) are compared to the ones of T91 (black circles).

In these fretting maps, it can be clearly noticed that for short amplitudes (e.g. < 35 µm) and high loads (e.g. > 50 N) the fretting damage is minimized. However, in the case of unavoidable large amplitudes (> 75 µm), low loads (< 25 N) can also reduce the fretting damage. Due to the higher fretting and corrosion susceptibility, the experimental points for 15-15Ti are shifted towards higher values of specific wear coefficient. On the contrary, the high wear and corrosion resistance of GESA-T91 leads to a shift towards lower values of the measured specific wear coefficient.

As an alternative comparison approach, the penetration rate can be plotted versus the work rate. Such graph can be used to predict fretting penetration after a certain time. Fretting conditions experimentally tested lead to penetration rates unacceptable for real applications. Even for the lowest measured penetration rates (resulting from an applied load of 50 N and a sliding amplitude of 15 µm), which for 15-15Ti, T91 and GESA-T91 are 0.063, 0.053 and 0.039 µm/h respectively, the penetration limit would be reached after about 800, 950 and 1300 h. Such timing does not meet the targeted operating lifetime for fuel elements, which is about 25000 h.

The fretting tests carried out in this work can be interpreted as a kind of accelerated test that are useful to define the fretting regimes, to extrapolate data for predicting the long time fretting behavior and to provide to the designers indications to prevent a severe fretting damage. A close analysis of the experimental outcomes indicates that it is possible to comply with the mentioned operating requirements by considering the following aspects:

- Fretting is a self mitigating process – data considered from run in period
- Fretting regime required is stick regime
- Pre-oxidation lower fretting wear by up to 50%
- Use of surface aluminized material

Characterization of the thermal properties of the oxide scales, grown on T91 steel during the exposure to oxygen-containing (10^4 wt%) molten lead

The transfer of the thermal energy from the heat source to the working fluid is the basic process in the energy production industry. This transfer is taking place across a well-defined boundary. The changes in the composition, structure or topology of this boundary will affect the heat transfer.
T91 steel is a ferritic-martensitic steel (~9 wt% chromium) intended to be used for the construction of the heat-exchangers working at one side in HLM.

Our objectives were to determine (i) the thermal properties of the oxide scale grown on T91 steel during the exposure to oxygen-containing (10^{-6} wt%) molten lead and (ii) the thermal contact resistance of the T91/Pb system.

The measurement of the thermal diffusivity (rate of heat transfer) was performed using “laser flash” technique. The technique consists in supplying an energy input on one side (using a high intensity laser energy pulse) and measuring the energy output (using an IR detector) versus time at the other side.

The measurements were performed on samples made of non-oxidized T91, oxidized T91 (scale thickness: ~30 µm) and T91/Pb system.

Cross sections of samples made of T91 steel exposed to oxygen containing liquid lead for 2000 hours at 550°C

The figure below contains the values of the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity determined at different temperatures and compared with data from literature (L.A. Chapmann et al, NPL Report DEPC-MPE 018 2005).

Thermal diffusivity (left) and thermal conductivity (right) of T91 and the oxide scale with a thickness of 30 µm.

The thermal contact resistance at the interface between T91 (with nanometer size oxide scale) and liquid Pb was also determined. The thermal contact resistance depends on the quality of the physical contact between steel surface and liquid lead, which is given by the surface energy between the system elements.

FeCrAlY modified coating for tensile tests

GESA modified FeCrAlY surface layers are known to successfully protect T91 steel from corrosion attack in heavy liquid metals (Pb and Pb/Bi) containing an appropriate amount of oxygen. However, the influence of the FeCrAlY layer on the mechanical properties of the specimens is still under debate. First tensile tests showed improved creep-to-rupture behavior; the creep strength reduction caused by heavy liquid metals is mitigated by the presence of a protective surface layer. Further creep tests are now planned to support or otherwise these preliminary, promising results.

In the reporting period, tensile specimens of T91 steel coated with GESA modified FeCrAlY surface layers were manufactured for testing later on. After deposition of FeCrAlY by LPSS, the specimens were mounted in the treatment chamber of the GESA facility and treated by a planar pulsed electron beam. By subsequent rotation and repeated treatment a homogeneous re-melting of the FeCrAlY layer could be achieved. The tensile specimens were treated as described at two positions to cover their full length.

To allow for later analysis of any changes due to tensile testing, the specimen surfaces were thoroughly analyzed after preparation (prior to the tensile test). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used together with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) to capture the general aspect and specific features of each specimen in the three regions (left, middle, right) marked in the figure.

GESA IV beam homogeneity

Influence of self induced magnetic field on function of GESA IV

One design specific of GESA IV is the axial current flow along the anode that is most commonly also the specimen. At required energy densities this results in a strong self induced magnetic field with large axial and radial gradients. This magnetic field influences not only the energy distribution along the target but the entire functioning of the accelerator. Especially regarding the further improvement of the GESA IV towards an increasing of the treatment area, the influence of the self induced magnetic field has to be considered.

To investigate the influence of the magnetic field, axial electron currents were measured using specific collectors. Direct beam and reflected electrons receive an axial component of velocity by their interaction with the magnetic field. The direct beam electrons are deflected from the periphery to the center of irradiation and the reflected ones vice versa. The current collectors are located far out of the irradiation area to minimize any influence by direct beam electrons. At a symmetric set-up the current flow is as expected identical in both axial directions.
The collector signal (Ch3 and Ch4) starts simultaneously with the pulse and reaches its maximum while the anode current (Ch1 and Ch2) is still rising. Such behaviour indicates a magnetic isolation of the reflected electrons. The electrons start in the weak field region and move cycloidally into the stronger field region at the periphery. With increasing magnetic field the radius of the electron paths is decreasing, so that, at a specific anode current (field strength), the reflected electrons are fully depressed and can’t reach the collector. An asymmetric anodic current flow re-distributes the magnetic field. In such case measurement signals are generated by different electrons: Sensor Ch4 (right side) by deflected direct beam electrons - Sensor Ch3 (left side) by reflected electrons. The isolation of the reflected electrons is similar to the symmetric configuration. The asymmetric field distribution accelerates plasma out of the irradiation area into the field free regions. Therefore, the right current collector (Ch4) is short circuited to the anode relatively early. The measurements show that the self induced magnetic field influences the behaviour of the reflected electrons strongly. Which configuration results in the best performance has to be investigated in detail.

Measurement of azimuthal energy distribution at GESA IV

The measurement of the GESA IV electron beam homogeneity is one of the most important issues for GESA IV optimization. Therefore, a dedicated test set-up was developed that allows the measurement via X-ray formation using a ring shaped szintillator disc (LuYSiO₃:Ce) mounted on glass fibre and connected to a high speed camera. A 2mm thick Pb absorber serves to increase the resolution. To achieve an optimized azimuthal resolution the szintillator ring was manufactured with the achievable minimal width (0.5 mm) in house. Parasitic signals from the opposite side are weakened by the Pb absorber placed in the inner ring.

Remarkable are pulses with missing szintillator signal. When the cathode potential reaches the grid potential by simultaneously still high target current no X-ray signal is detected by the szintillator ring. One possible explanation is inhomogeneous cathode plasma; the gap between cathode and grid is short circuited by the plasma. If this happens only locally at the grid, the entire emission surface beside the short circuit area will be excluded. In consequence the anode current is also localized in this area.

Materials and oxygen transport and control in heavy liquid metal cooled subcritical systems (MYRRHA)

Long-living high-level radioactive waste from existing nuclear power reactors should be transmuted in short-living radio nuclides using fast neutrons provided by a spallation target in an accelerator driven subcritical system or by a fast nuclear reactor. The objective is to reduce the final disposal time of high-level radioactive waste (plutonium, minor actinides) from some 10⁸ years down to about 1000 years. Lead (Pb) and lead-bismuth (PbBi) are foreseen as spallation-target and coolant of such devices.

The aim of the institute’s contribution is the development of a suitable corrosion protection especially for parts under high loads like fuel claddings or pump materials in contact with liquid Pb or PbBi. Pulsed large area electron beams (GESA) are used to modify the surface of steels such that they fulfill the requirements of their surrounding environment. Corrosion test stands for exposure of specimens under relevant conditions are developed and operated. Test facilities for combined loads like erosion and corrosion and fretting corrosion were developed, built and operated. Conditioning the lead with regard to its oxygen concentration and the transport of oxygen in PbBi are additional aspects of the work.

All tasks are embedded in European and international projects and cooperation e.g. MATTER, SEARCH.

The most relevant results obtained in the reporting period are briefly presented:

Corrosion tests of different austenitic steels (MATTER)

Exposure tests with austenitic steels were tested for the EU project MATTER. The steels 316 and the 15-15Ti steel 1.4970 as rod and tube material were tested up to 5000h in PbBi with an oxygen concentration of 10⁻⁶ wt% as well as 10⁻⁸ wt% and temperatures of 400, 450 and 500°C. It was shown that the oxidation and dissolution is very similar for the three specimens. With an oxygen concentration of 10⁻³ wt% at 400 and 450°C oxide scales protect the steels up to 5000h, at 500°C dissolution attack was detected after 5000h. While at 10⁻⁶ wt% at 400°C thin Cr-Oxide layers were growing on the 316 steel, multilayered, thick oxide scales grow at the higher temperatures of 450 and 500°C on this steel. The 1.4970 rod specimen showed a slightly reduced oxidation and reduced dissolution attack in comparison with tube material. In comparison with the 316 steel, the IOZ was more pronounced on the 1.4970 steels due to the smaller grain sizes of the 1.4970 materials.

The experiments showed that if a multilayer oxide is formed due to the diffusion of Fe and Cr, a Ni enrichment under the oxide layer occurs. This can foster a dissolution attack if the oxide layer spalls off especially at an oxygen concentration of 10⁻⁶ wt% in the liquid metal. Therefore longer exposure tests at this oxygen concentration at 400 and 450°C are running.

Optimisation of the GESA process:

The remelting of metallic specimens using intense pulsed electron beams (GESA) results in a more or less pronounced
waviness of the surface, which may be disadvantageous for some applications. To control the surface topography, basic understanding of the involved physical processes is required. Fast in-situ optical diagnostics performed previously showed the formation of bubbles, up to 300 µm in diameter, around or shortly after melting and their subsequent disappearance prior to beam termination. Around beam termination, at the highest surface temperatures, intense evaporation takes place. The vapor cloud formed above the target surface is partly ionized by beam electrons and plasma is ignited. After beam termination, the target surface temperature decreases rapidly, evaporation ceases, and the plasma decays within a few microseconds.

In the reporting period, in-situ diagnostics was continued and supplemented by a stroboscopic imaging technique and pyrometry.

For the stroboscopic illumination of the target, a laser beam was modulated with the time interval between flashes (20 to 100 µs) much longer than the flash duration (~100 ns), see figure below. The image of the target was recorded by a streak camera, where the width of the observation slit and the streak speed were chosen such that the final micrograph was composed of consecutive, non-overlapping snapshots. In the figure typical micrographs with stroboscopic illumination are shown, recorded prior to, during, and after electron beam irradiation of a stainless steel target. The image taken during exposure is synchronized with the accelerating voltage and current waveforms of the beam and a pyrometer measurement of the target surface temperature. Motion of the liquid surface is visible in this micrograph until solidification occurs. On a larger time scale (time between recording of middle and right image), a further slight deviation of the surface pattern is observed, which can be explained by thermal shrinkage due to cooling.

Using the in-situ diagnostic tools set up in the last year, systematic experiments are now planned to gain more detailed information about the involved processes.

Experimental and simulation results of pulsed electron beam treatment: (left) material loss is underestimated in simulations, (right) melting depth is in very good agreement.

In addition to the code ORION used so far, the code MEMOS was applied to characterize GESA treatment of metal targets. Among further advantages such as 2- and 3-D geometries, MEMOS includes computation of melt motion based on hydrodynamic equations. In the graph below, heat transfer results from ORION and MEMOS are compared with a pyrometer measurement of the surface temperature during GESA treatment of stainless steel. Both simulation codes predict faster initial temperature rise and higher maximum surface temperature than measured in the experiment. Compared to ORION, the code MEMOS predicts more intense evaporation and a lower maximum surface temperature. Thus, MEMOS meets the experimental results more closely than ORION. The main difference of the two simulation codes is the handling of the phase transition: MEMOS solves the moving boundary problem; no melting and solidification plateaus exist.

Surface temperature of stainless steel during pulsed electron beam irradiation: pyrometer measurement and simulation results from ORION and MEMOS.

Oxygen transport measurements in liquid PbBi (SEARCH)

Within the SEARCH project a dedicated facility to measure adsorption, entrainment of oxides in heavy liquid metals and mass transport phenomena in liquid metals was designed. This facility will be used to measure the transport of oxygen and of metal (oxide) particles. This work was accompanied by CFD calculations performed by colleagues of the IKET already in the design phase. The measurement results finally will be used to qualify and optimize the CFD codes with respect to particle (oxide) transport into and in the liquid PbBi.

The 1st design was changed for an improved and easier experimental handling. Now, three pots, one for conditioning, one for oxygen transport experiments and one for a sacrificial Ni probe (transport of dissolved metals) are selected as final
design. To guarantee a stable PbBi flow over longer times it was decided and proven by CFD calculations to achieve an asymmetric flow pattern, by the use of three orifices at the pump channel. This configuration was fixed and based on CFD calculations the location of the needed dead zone area and of the oxygen sensors were decided. To ensure pure diffusion transport a small box (blue) was implemented close to the wall at the bottom of the pot. Four oxygen sensors, three in the flow to measure the convective oxygen transport and one in the above described box for diffusion transport will be implemented. To measure the PbBi velocity an UDV (ultra sound Doppler velocimeter) will be used at a position determined by CFD calculations. The measurement signals (velocity and oxygen) will be used to assess and optimize the existing transport codes for liquid metals.

Scheme of actual set-up (right) and CFD calculations of PbBi flow patterns (jets (green, blue) and dead zone (red)).
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HGF Program: Energy
Rational Energy Conversion (REUN) –

Major activities in 2012 were related to different BMBF funded joint projects.

– MACOS- Microwave Assisted Ablation of Contaminated Concrete Surfaces –

The target of this BMBF funded joint project is a design study for a microwave technology that may be used for the ablation of contaminated surfaces, e.g. of nuclear power plants. In collaboration with the Institut für Massivbau und Baustofftechnologie (IMB) a test stand has been developed and built. This system consists of an 10 kW magnetron to which a circulator, an auto-tuner and a WR-340 waveguide based microwave antenna is attached. It is used for systematic variation of process and materials parameters to provide a deep understanding of the ablation.

Result of an ablation experiment. Concrete was exposed to microwave radiation at f=2.45 GHz and an RF power of 8 KW for about 15 s.

The experimental investigation is accompanied by mathematical modeling and simulation. Using a multi-physics model the basic physical principles of the ablation of concrete, in particular the thermal stress and pore pressure shall be understood. The mathematical model includes the partial differential equations for the electromagnetic field and the thermal field inside the concrete coupled with the elastic model describing the thermal stress and pore pressure. It is a multi-scale model acting on different length scales. Simulation results performed with COMSOL Multiphysics are shown in the figure below.

Simulated temperatures and corresponding von-Mises stresses after 20 s of Microwave heating (8 kW RF power).

The detailed knowledge of the dielectric permittivity of concrete with respect to frequency, temperature, moisture content and composition is mandatory to get proper simulation results. Dielectric parameters, such as dielectric constant and loss factor are derived by doing low power measurements with a network analyser and a coaxial probe. Different materials compositions of concrete have been measured. Homogenization methods and electromagnetic mixing rules are used to model the permittivity of the concrete. As can be seen in the following graphs the dielectric properties of concrete are significantly influenced by the moisture content.

– Microwave heating of catalysts for CO2 reduction –

The BMBF project CO2RECT (CO2-Reaction using Regenerative Energies and Catalytic Technologies) is about the reduction of CO2 to CO as a precursor for chemical industry using predominantly regenerative energy. The

Smoothed dielectric constant (top) and dielectric loss factor (bottom) for dry and wet concrete at room temperature.
corresponding chemical reactions, either RWGS (reverse water gas shift) or CO₂ reforming are endothermic. Hence energy in the form of heat has to be supplied continuously.

Using microwaves as heating method has the potential to make this described process significantly more energy efficient. Microwaves penetrate into the catalysts support, getting the heat directly to the location where the reaction takes place, while with conventional heating the heat has to be supplied from the outside, reaching the location of the reaction only by heat conduction and thereby limiting the flow capacity.

A bench-scale microwave applicator, shown in the following sketch was designed. It consists of a quartz tube inside a wave guide with the catalyst support embedded inside. A gas consisting of the reactants flows through the tube with a temperature above 800°C while the catalyst support is heated by the microwave. A resonant approach is used to achieve a high efficient process. The electromagnetic and thermal response of the applicator is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics tool with the RF and Heat Transfer module considering the mutual coupling between the electromagnetic and thermal field.

Model of the microwave applicator.

The electric field shows a standing wave pattern that consists of several maxima and minima. This field causes a temperature distribution after a heating time of 70 s as shown in the following. The hot spots give a clue where to place the catalyst, i.e. the chemical active parts.

Temperature distribution inside the microwave applicator. The “hot spots” are inside the catalyst support.

This temperature distribution correlates to the electric field standing wave pattern. Due to the gas flow the temperature distribution is homogenized because the gas itself transports the heat along the path by convection. Thereby the hot spots of the temperature distribution get blurred. A velocity of 2 m/s of the gas inside the quartz tube results in the temperature distribution shown next.

Temperature distribution inside the catalyst support with the presence of a gas flow.

This reactor currently is successfully tested by one of the project partners. For further improvement of the field and temperature homogeneity inside the catalyst, a new applicator design is currently under development.

Antennas for the Microwave Feeding System of HEPHAISTOS

Within the BMBF project FLAME one important part is to optimize the microwave feeding system of the HEPHAISTOS oven. The antenna system is coupling the microwaves from the RF sources (magnetrons) into the microwave oven. For the design of the antennas it is mandatory that the antenna system has a sufficient efficiency. More than 99% of the power should be radiated into the oven. As a further requirement the field should be evenly distributed inside the oven. This can be achieved by the proper design and arrangement of the antenna system.

A single antenna consists of a slotted waveguide. Each slot radiates a part of the total microwave power. This approach avoids a single concentrated feed and therefore increases field homogeneity. The slotted waveguide antenna is shown in the figure below.

The slots are covered with a radome made of phlogopite to protect the antenna from any dirt and liquids. The antenna is also designed for the usage inside of a hybrid oven (microwave in combination with convectional heating). For this application temperature resistivity up to 300°C and airtightness are important requirements. The radome is taken into account in the simulation. It has a significant influence on the antenna performance.

Sketch of a slotted waveguide antenna with 10 slots and a radome of phlogopite

The performance of the antenna is characterized by two properties. First the matching factor $S_{11}$ which is shown next. The matching is better than -20 dB in a broad frequency range around 2.45 GHz. This means more than 99% of the power is radiated.
Calculated Matching factor of the antenna.

The second important property is the efficiency which includes coupling of the radiated power to a load inside the oven. To measure this, a special test setup has been constructed which resembles the oven chamber. The main item is a water load inside to measure the calorimetric heat, i.e., the part of the microwave power that is eventually dissipated to heat. The designed antenna holds an efficiency of 75% which is an excellent value compared to previous designs.

A second activity in the FLAME project is related to the development of a microwave heating tool for pultrusion of carbon fiber reinforced profiles. The motivation for the use of microwave technology in this application is a fast and volumetric heating of the thermoset matrix that may allow an energy efficient processing at increased pultrusion speeds. A compact tool has been developed, transparent to microwave and strong enough to hold the tribological and mechanical stress that appears during the pultrusion process. This tool has been successfully tested at the ITV Denkendorf as shown in the following picture.

Running experiment for microwave assisted pultrusion of endless CFRP rods with 9 mm in diameter.

– Dielectric measurements –

Since any microwave process is governed by the microwave field and the dielectric response of the material, knowledge of electromagnetic theory and dielectric properties is essential to optimize the microwaves systems and processing of materials. Therefore various test sets for dielectric measurement are currently under development. Beside the reflection method using a coaxial probe as shown before, a transmission reflection method base on the WR-340 waveguide has been developed (see next photo). This allows temperature dependent dielectric measurements up to 200°C for dielectric materials with medium and high loss factor.

Samples that fully or partially cover the waveguide cross section can be used to get the dielectric properties with different analysis methods. The temperature of the material under test can be set to predefined temperature values by controlled resistive heating of the sample holder. The heating elements are installed in the waveguide sample holder. Temperature of the material is measured using a thermocouple and synchronized with the scattering parameters measured by the vector network analyzer. Both liquid and solid material can be measured using the setup. First experimental result for two different polymers can be seen in the following graph.

Complex permittivity measurement for PTFE and PVC as a function of temperature at 2.45 GHz.

Another test set, currently under development is the cavity perturbation method. It allows temperature dependent dielectric measurements of low and medium loss materials at 2.45 GHz up to more than 1000°C. Here, a small dielectric perturbation (sample) is placed in the cavity at a position where the electric field is not negligible. Thereby, the cavity resonant frequency and quality factor is changing according to the dielectric constant \( \varepsilon' \) and loss factor \( \varepsilon'' \) of the sample

The experimental set-up is presented in the following photo. The cavity is made from standard aluminum WR-340 waveguide. On both sides, the waveguide is closed by a parallel plate with a small iris. The maximum transmission coefficient at resonance and without perturbation for the TE104 mode is -36 dB and the Q-factor is about 12000. Two coaxial waveguide adapters are used to connect the vector network analyzer (VNA) Agilent E5071C to the resonator. To provide an accurate positioning of the material under test (MUT) within the cavity a quartz tube with an outer diameter of 10 mm and an inner diameter of 8 mm is used as the sample holder. This sample holder can be moved between the cavity and a resistive heated tubular furnace that provides the desired temperature to the sample. A pyrometer is
installed at the opposite side of the applicator to get the MUT temperature during the dielectric measurements. Both VNA and pyrometer are connected to a personal computer for remote controlled acquisition and storage of the temperature and the S\textsubscript{21} data.

Set-up for temperature dependent dielectric measurement using the cavity pertubations method. (actual state).

The following graph shows an example of first measurement results obtained for MACOR glass ceramic at temperatures up to 550°C. It gives a rather good agreement to published data that was measured at ambient temperatures.

Dielectric properties for MACOR material. Some previously reported data at RT are presented for comparison.

NANOMIKRO

– High temperature microwave processing –

Metal powder sintering

A project on microwave sintering of metal powders compacts is currently running. This project is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG), in collaboration with the Indian Institute of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Kanpur. Selected metal powders have been investigated, such as Copper (Cu), Stainless Steel 316L and Iron (Fe). Metal powders have been characterized using XRD, XPS and SEM before being sintered using the KIT 30 GHz, 15 kW compact gyrotron system.

The 30 GHz microwave sintering experiments were done in combination with in-situ electrical resistivity measurements via the four-wire method. This four-wire experiment was installed in a modified dilatometer set-up that allows in-situ monitoring of the sintering kinetics as a function of temperature. This setup gives important information about microstructural changes with respect to the inter-particle electrical contacts during the sintering process.

Scheme of the four-wire method in combination with the dilatometer setup.

As shown in the following graphs the electrical resistivity as well as the sintering behaviour, in case of copper metal powder, depend extensively on the environment (i.e. the type of the used gas). So it is believed that microstructural changes with respect to the inter-particle electrical contacts during the sintering process are highly dependent of the sintering environment. In the case where the forming gas was used, the resistance values drop dramatically around 220°C while this trend does not exist when using Argon gas of an identical sample. This temperature range (220°C) is actually matching the reduction reaction of copper oxide using hydrogen gas. So, it is believed that the thin oxide layer that exists on the as received copper particles play an important role. It does interact with the diffused hydrogen gas (in case of forming gas) and forms water vapour. This vapour pressure is causing the large noticeable expansion of the copper sample during sintering in forming gas. This remarkable expansion was not observed for the copper samples sintered in an argon gas environment. This observation highlights the importance of the thin oxide layer that may give some kind of dielectric properties to the green metal powder compact. Thus a volumetric heating during microwave sintering can be explained to some extent. So the dielectric properties calculations and modelling of the copper metal particles should take into account this thin oxide layer and should treat each particle as bi-layer unit in order to predict accurately the dielectric properties of these copper powders and hence to predict the MW absorption and heating profile of these powders.
In-Situ resistance and dilatometry measurements of copper metal powder compacts sintered at 1000°C (10C/min) 10min in Argon and Forming gas (8%H2-92%N2) environments.

The 30 GHz microwave sintered metal samples were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and optical microscopy. From the XRD and the optical microscopy graphs, it is concluded that 30 GHz microwave processing was used successfully to sinter these copper metal powders. The project is still in progress.

Microwave assisted glycolysis of cobalt ferrite

Furthermore the synthesis and characterization of Cobalt Ferrite using high frequency microwave processing has been investigated. Cobalt ferrite powder was prepared using high frequency microwave heating via the polyol method using ethylene glycol as a high boiling point solvent as well as a reducing agent. A mixture of cobalt nitrate and ferric nitrate after being dissolved and mixed in ethylene glycol was microwave heated for 2 minutes in a closed container. A compact gyrotron system with a maximum power level of 15 kW was used for temperature controlled heating of the mixture. The so prepared powder samples were characterized using particle size analysis, scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). It is concluded that high frequency (30 GHz) microwave processing was successfully used to synthesize cobalt ferrite material.

Microwave sintering of doped ZnO nanoceramics

In collaboration with the federal university in Sao Carlos, Brazil systematic studies were performed on microwave sintering of electronic ceramics with submicron and nanoscale microstructures. The material under investigation was ZnO ceramic doped with nanostructured oxides like Bi2O3, Mn3O4, CoO, Cr2O3 and CuO.

Microwave frequency has been reported to influence diffusional processes during sintering. Therefore the project aims to study the influence of dopants and sintering in high frequency microwave fields (30GHz) on the ceramic microstructure and the resulting non-linear current-voltage properties. Comparative sintering studies were performed with the more common microwave frequencies at 2.45 GHz as well. Sintering kinetics were studied by dilatometric experiments at constant heating rates to determine the sintering parameters.

Sintering kinetics for nanoscaled ZnO powder with 0,5 mol% Bi2O3, Mn3O4, CoO, Cr2O3 and CuO dopant each.
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